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Resumo

Inversão em eletrorresistividade é um problema inverso mal posto, porque diferentes
realizações de um mesmo modelo podem satisfazer aproximadamente o mesmo critério
de ajuste. Se faz necessário portanto o uso de vínculos para obter soluções únicas e/ou
estáveis à pequenas perturbações nas medidas. Contudo, em geral, a introdução de víncu-
los tem ficado restrita aos casos de vínculos diferenciáveis e que podem ser tratados com
algoritmos de otimização local. A modelagem direta 1D e 2D em resistividade DC é com-
putacionalmente barata, permitindo o uso de métodos de otimização global (GOMs) para
resolver problemas inversos 1.5D e 2D com flexibilidade na incorporação de vínculos.
As modificações da função de custo, seja na mudança de vínculos ou no critério de ajuste
de dados, podem ser realizadas com facilidade, já que cada termo da função de custo
é devidamente normalizado para permitir a invariância aproximada dos multiplicadores
Lagrange. Os GOMs têm potencial para suportar um ambiente computacional adequado
para interpretação quantitativa em que a comparação de soluções que incorporam diferen-
tes restrições é uma maneira de inferir características da distribuição real da resistividade
subterrânea. Neste trabalho foram desenvolvidas: (i) Comparação das performances dos
métodos Simulated Annealing (SA), Algoritmo Genético (GA) e Particle Swarm Otmi-
zation (PSO) para resolver o problema inverso 1.5D na resistividade DC usando dados
sintéticos e de campo; (ii) Apresentação de uma abordagem de inversão baseada no Par-
ticle Swarm Optimization (PSO) para os dados 2D de resistividade de corrente contínua
(DC); (iii) Exploração de vários vínculos na variação de log da resistividade: continui-
dade espacial tanto nas normas L1 quanto L2, incluindo o caso de restrição de variação
apenas na direção horizontal, variação total e vínculos de esparsidade usando transfor-
mada discreta do cosseno e bases de Daubechies. Além disso, exploramos o vínculo de
mínimo momento de inércia, incluindo o caso de usar a superfície da Terra como eixo
alvo, para impor a concentração de materiais resistivos ou condutores ao longo dos eixos
alvo. Os principais resultados da comparação para o case 1.5D são: a) todos os métodos
reproduzem bastante a distribuição de resistividade de modelos sintéticos, b) PSO e GA
são muito robustos para mudanças na função de custo e SA é comparativamente muito
mais sensível, c) primeiro PSO e GA segundo apresentam o melhores desempenhos com-
putacionais, exigindo um menor número de modelos de encaminhamento do que SA, e d)
GA mostra o melhor desempenho em relação ao valor final alcançado da função de custo
e seu desvio padrão, enquanto a SA tem o pior desempenho neste aspecto. Igualmente
importante para ambos os casos 1.5D e 2D, a partir dos critérios de parada do algoritmo
PSO resulta não apenas a melhor solução, mas também um conjunto de quase-soluções
sub-ótimas a partir dos quais as análises de incerteza podem ser realizadas. Como resul-
tado, o intérprete tem liberdade para realizar um processo de interpretação quantitativa
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com base em uma abordagem de inversão de julgamento e erro, de forma semelhante, ele
tem ao usar um software de modelagem avançado amigável, sendo capaz de conduzir a
solução para incorporar suas concepções sobre o ambiente geológico, além de avaliar o
ajuste de dados e a estabilidade das soluções obtidas. Apresentamos exemplos de dados
sintéticos e de campo para ambos os casos de inversão.

Palavras-chave: Otimização global, Algoritmo genético, Eletrorresistividade, Pro-
blemas inversos.



Abstract

Inversion in DC-resistivity is an ill-posed inverse problem because different realizati-
ons of the same model might satisfy approximately the same data fitting criterium. It is
therefore necessary to use constraints to obtain unique and / or stable solutions to small
perturbations in the measurements. However, in general, the introduction of constraints
has been restricted to cases of differentiable constraints, which can be treated with local
optimization algorithms. 1D and 2D modeling in DC-resistivity is computationally inex-
pensive, allowing the use of global optimization methods (GOMs) to solve 1.5D and 2D
inverse problems with flexibility in constraint incorporation. Changes in the cost function,
either in the constraints or data fitting criteria, can be easily performed, since each term
of the cost function is properly normalized to allow the approximate invariance of the
Lagrange multipliers. GOMs have the potential to support a computational environment
suitable for quantitative interpretation in which the comparison of solutions incorporating
different constraints is one way of inferring characteristics of the actual distribution of the
underground resistivity. In this work, we developed: (i) comparison of the performances
of the Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimi-
zation (PSO) methods to solve the 1.5D inverse problem in DC resistivity using synthetic
and field data; (ii) an inversion approach based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) to
solve the 2D DC-resistivity inverse problem; (iii) exploration of several constraints in the
variation of log-resistivity, including spatial continuity in both L1 andL2 norms, total va-
riation and sparsity constraints using discrete cosine and Daubechies bases. In addition,
we explore the minimum inertia constraint, including the case of using the Earth’s surface
as the target axis, to impose the concentration of resistive or conductive materials along
target axes. The main results of the comparison for the 1.5D case are: a) all methods
reproduce quite well the resistivity distribution of synthetic models, b) PSO and GA are
very robust to changes in the cost function and SA is comparatively much more sensitive,
c) PSO first and GA second present the best computational performances, requiring smal-
ler number of forwarding modeling than SA, and d) GA shows the best performance with
respect to the final attained value of the cost function and its standard deviation, whilst
SA has the worst performance in this aspect. Equally important for both 1.5 and 2D
cases, from the stopping criteria of the PSO algorithm results not only the best solution
but also a cluster of suboptimal quasi-solutions from which uncertainty analyses can be
performed. As a result, the interpreter has freedom to perform a quantitative interpreta-
tion process based on a feedback trial-and-error inversion approach, in a similar manner
he/she has when using a friendly forward modeling software, being capable of driving
the solution to incorporate his/her conceptions about the geologic environment, besides
appraising data fitting and stability of the obtained solutions. We present both synthetic
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and field data examples for all inversion cases.

Keywords: Global Optimization, Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithms, Particle
Swarm Optimization, Resistivity.
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Capítulo 1

Contextualização do problema

Problemas inversos em geofísica usualmente resultam na necessidade de encontrar
um vetor de parâmetros X ∈ Rm (parâmetros de um modelo de Terra) que explique um
vetor de dados experimentais dobs ∈Rn (as medidas ou observações geofísicas) através do
funcional dcalc. O cálculo do funcional dcal(X) corresponde ao problema da modelagem
geofísica ou problema geofísico direto. Dada a necessidade de explicar as observações
geofísicas, os problemas geofísicos inversos em geral resultam em problemas de ajuste de
dados – em alguma norma `p – da seguinte forma:

minΦa[dcal(X),dobs, p] =
1
N

∥∥∥dcal−dobs
∥∥∥

p

`p
(1.1)

onde N é numero de observações e designaremos solução por X∗. Estes problemas são
geralmente mal postos no sentido de Hadamard (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977), o termo
mal posto podendo aqui significar a existência de muitas soluções, mas sobretudo a pre-
sença de instabilidade; ou seja, o fato de que pequenas perturbações em dobs, a exemplo
de ruídos presentes nas observações geofísicas, podem resultar em grandes variações na
solução.

A saída clássica para esta deficiência está na regularização da solução (Tikhonov and
Arsenin, 1977), isto é, na introdução de restrições ou vínculos em X∗. Na prática geofí-
sica, isto comumente significa trocar o problema descrito na Eq. 1.1 por

minF(X) = Φa[dcal(X),dobs, p]+R (X,α) (1.2)

em que R (X,α) – designado de funcional regularizador – é alguma função que introduz
uma melhora significativa no condicionamento do problema original, quando α 6= 0, mas
que, ao mesmo tempo, conduza à solução do problema original, à medida que α→ 0.

O uso do funcional regularizador R (X,α) no problema estendido (Eq. 1.2) implica a
incorporação de um vínculo na solução e tem como contrapartida inevitável a introdução
de um viés nesta solução.

Nesta tese trataremos de problemas não lineares que admitem a possibilidades de múl-
tiplas soluções. Além disso, admitem um grande número de diferentes vínculos. Daremos
ênfase especial ao estudo da incorporação dos vínculos de suavidade e desigualdade (e.g.
Barbosa et al., 1997, Constable et al., 1987 ), mínimo momento de inércia (e.g. Ajo-
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Franklin et al., 2007, Guillen and Menichetti, 1984, Last and Kubik, 1983 ) e esparsidade
(e.g. Jafarpour et al., 2009, Rudin et al., 1992 ). O vínculo de esparsidade é particular-
mente importante porque possibilita a obtenção de soluções que apresentam nitidez na
definição das bordas dos corpos anômalos (e.g. Youzwishen and Sacchi, 2006 ).

Para facilitar a implementação e flexibilidade na escolha destes diversos vínculos será
utilizado algoritmos de otimização global Simulated Annealing (SA), Algoritmo Genético
(GA) e Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).

1.1 Objetivos

1.1.1 Objetivo Geral
O objetivo principal desta tese é contribuir para solução e interpletação de proble-

mas inversos em eletrorresistividade com uso e flexibilidade de diversos vínculos usando
algoritmos de otimização global.

1.1.2 Objetivos Específicos
Entre os objetivos específicos buscados no estudo podem ser citados:

• Desenvolvimento e implementação algoritmos para solução dos problemas inversos
em eletrorresistividade 1.5D e 2D.

• Utilização de critérios de parada para cada termo do funcional.

• Obtenção de quase-soluções obtidas pelo critério de parada.

• Aplicação dos algoritmo de inversão em diferentes testes sintéticos visando diag-
nosticar qual método (SA, GA ou PSO) é relativamente mais robusto, computacio-
nalmente eficiente e flexível para a incorporação de diferentes vínculos.

• Adaptação da inicialização do PSO utilizando distribuição triangular para a inversão
2D.

• Aplicação de feedback interpretativo na escolha e uso de vínculos em partições na
malha do modelo interpretativo em dados sintéticos e reais.

• Realização de análise de incerteza dos conjunto de quase-soluções subóptimas ob-
tidas pelo critério de parada.

1.2 Organização do texto
Os capítulos a seguir tratam dos dois artigos submetidos, exigidos para a apresentação

do referido trabalho. Nos artigos mostram-se os resultados finais, já submetidos, e em
seguida a conclusão de todo o trabalho. Nos apêndices A e B apresentam-se brevemente
o embasamento teórico referente as modelagens utilizadas, bem como os pseudo códigos
dos algoritmos implementados.
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ABSTRACT

1D forward modeling in 1DC-resistivity is actually computationally inexpensive, allowing

global optimization methods (GOMs) usage to solve 1.5D inverse problems with flexibility

in constraint incorporation. GOMs have potential to support a suitable computational envi-

ronment for quantitative interpretation in which the comparison of solutions incorporating

different constraints is a way to infer characteristics of the actual subsurface resistivity dis-

tribution. To achieve this potential, the chosen GOM must be robust to changes in the cost

function and also be computationally efficient. The performances of the Simulated Anneal-

ing (SA), Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) methods for
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solving the 1.5D inverse problem in DC-resistivity are then compared using synthetic and

field data. The main results are: a) all methods reproduce quite well the resistivity distri-

bution of synthetic models,b) PSO and GA are very robust to changes in the cost function

and SA is comparatively much more sensitive, c) PSO first and GA second present the best

computational performances, requiring smaller number of forwarding modeling than SA,

and d) GA shows the best performance with respect to the final attained value of the cost

function and its standard deviation , whilst SA has the worst performance in this aspect.

To put into effective operation, the methods can be classified from easy to difficult in the

orderm PSO, GA and SA. This is a consequence of robustness to changes in the cost func-

tion and of the underlying simplicity of the associated equations. To exemplify a suitable

environment for quantitative interpretation using GOMs, we compare solutions with norms

2 and 1 in the lateral continuity constraints of both resistivity and layer depth as a man-

ner of detecting faults. GOMs provide additionally the important benefit of furnishing not

only the best solution but also a set of suboptimal quasi-solutions from which uncertainty

analysis can be performed.

Keywords: Global optimization, Simulated annealing, Genetic algorithm, Particle

swarm optimization, Resistivity method.
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INTRODUCTION

The quantitative interpretation of geophysical data using computers has been done by

basically two manners. The first one is to use a trial-and-error approach based on flexible

modeling codes, whilst the second manner is based on using inversion codes incorporating

constraints on the model parameters. Usually, when the interpreter changes from the first

to the second interpretation manner, he/she loses a lot of flexibility in facing geologic

complexities because in the available inversion codes the set of constraints is in general too

limited. We present a quantitative inversion approach where ultimately we are trying to

give back to the interpreter the lost flexibility. We use as example the simple 1.5D inversion

problem in DC-resistivity. The proposed quantitative interpretation approach is based on

using global optimization methods to suport a computational environment offering high

flexibility and easiness in customizing constraint incorporation in the inverse problem.

Solving a geophysical inverse problem consists in estimating the parameters of an Earth

model honoring the known geological information. This problem is frequently formulated as

an optimization problem where the solution is the minimum of a cost function involving two

parcels: one demanding that observed and modeled data are fitted and the other imposing

constraints on the model parameters (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977). Ideally the imposed

constraints would incorporate the known (or admitted valid) geological information in order

to stabilize the solution under the presence of small variations in the observed data (Silva

et al., 2001b). However, as far as the imposed constraints do not match the actual geology

the two parcels in the cost function might be in conflict so that the solution is a point to

be chosen in a Pareto front (Miettinen, 2012; Kozlovskaya et al., 2007; Schwarzbach et al.,

2005).
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The methods to solve nonlinear inverse problems might be classified in two major groups:

local and global (GOM) optimization methods. A local method tries to obtain a local

minimum of the cost function based on an iterative process, where a given starting model

is updated with a sequence of steps, each step taking into account the local gradient of the

cost function in order to continuosly decrease it (Gill et al., 1981). On the other hand, a

GOM tries to obtain the global minimum of the cost function using often metaheuristics

mimicking an adaptation strategy found in Nature. The strategy allows to implement an

iterative evolution to the models that, although do not necessarily follows a monotonous

decreasing path for the cost function, might eventualy converge to its global minimum (e.g.

Van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987; Haupt and Haupt, 2004). Local methods are the most

commonly used optimization methods in geophysics. However, Simulated Annealing (SA)

(e.g. Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Sen and Stoffa, 1991, 1995; Rucker and Ferré, 2005; Santos

et al., 2006; Pei et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2012; Biswas and Sharma, 2014), Genetic Algorithm

(GA) (e.g. Goldberg, 1989; Stoffa and Sen, 1991; Sen and Stoffa, 1995; Başokur et al., 2007;

Jha et al., 2008; Morgan et al., 2012; Attwa et al., 2014), and Particle Swarm Optimization

(PSO)(e.g. Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995; Shaw and Srivastava, 2007; Mart́ınez et al., 2010;

Fernández-Mart́ınez et al., 2012; Tronicke et al., 2012) are GOMs increasingly in use in

geophysics.

Compared to local methods, GOMs offer higher flexibility in cost function design but

require much higher computational cost because huge numbers of cost function evaluation

might be necessary (Sen and Stoffa, 1995). The ratio of cost function evaluations of a GOM

to a local method may easily attain 104. Given that in geophysical inverse problems each cost

function evaluation requires a foward modeling, the use of GOMs is possible only when the

forward modeling is computationally inexpensive, a fact that remains the major obstacle in
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using GOMs. However, 1D or even 2D computationally inexpensive forward modeling is now

a reality in many important cases in geophysics, like in many electromagnetic methods (e.g.

Abubakar et al., 2008) and particularly in direct current (DC) resistivity (e.g. Swarzenski

et al., 2016; Woodbury et al., 2016). But computational cost is not the only obstacle

to GOMs usage; another one is the fact that the interpreter must be convinced of some of

their advantages over local methods that might compensate their higher computational cost.

Keeping in mind the purpose of restoring to the interpreter the flexibility of interpretation

present just in trial-and-error modeling approaches, we present below a context where the

use of a GOM was shown to be advantageous in DC-resistivity method. Similar contexts

might be found in other methods where computationally inexpensive forward modeling is

also avaliable.

The use of a GOM might be advantageous when the interpreter requires high flexibility

in choosing and changing both the constraints on the model parameters and/or the fitting

criteria between observed and modeled data, including the use of nondifferentiable con-

straints and/or fitting criteria. In this context, once a GOM is implemented, changes in the

cost function are potentially easy to be performed. In this way the higher computational

cost of a GOM would be compensated by the lower investment in human work because, in

comparison, adapting new constraints or fitting criteria in local methods are usually very

time consuming in manhours particularly when the new terms are nondifferentiable. In

fact, according to two classic references in optimization distant in time for 28 years, Gill

et al. (1981) and Conn et al. (2009), computing derivatives is the single most common

source of user error in applying optimization softwares. In other words, the use of a GOM

might be advantageous in a quantitative interpretation context where the interpreter is

trying to infer properties of the actual subsurface distribution of resistivity, by comparing
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different estimates obtained with different constraints on the model parameters and/or dif-

ferent fitting criteria between observed and modeled data. In this context, he/she makes

the advantageous exchange of manhours by computer time.

In this work we compare SA, GA, and PSO performances to solve the 1.5D inversion

problem in DC-resistivity, that is inversion imposing lateral continuity constraints on the

model parameters but using 1D layer cake forward modeling (e.g. Gyulai and Ormos, 1999;

Auken et al., 2005). We stress that we do not simply compare computational performances

but we are particularly interested in evaluating robustness to changes in the cost function.

In this context, using both synthetic and field data, we compare log-resistivity and depth

to the layer bottom estimates obtained with lateral continuity constraints using both the `1

and `2 norms as an example of a flexible way to infer characteristics of the actual subsurface

resistivity distribution, in this case the possible presence of vertical faults (Loke et al., 2003).

For the sake of completeness, we firstly present the 1.5D DC-resistivity inversion problem

and the adopted versions of SA, GA, and PSO algorithms.

1.5D DC-RESISTIVITY INVERSION PROBLEM

Let us consider the quantitative interpretation of a set of J DC-resistivity soundings using

a common layer cake model specified by L layers. For the sake of simplicity, we assume

that all soundings are aligned forming a traverse. There are thus Npar = J(2L− 1) model

parameters, among these there are JL parameters of resistivity (arranged in the vector ρ)

and J(L − 1) parameters of depth to the bottom of each layer (arranged in the vetor h).

From now on we refer to the latter parameters just as layer depths. Let us compose the

Npar-size vector X with all model parameters (XT = (ρT hT )). In addition, let dobs be

the Nobs-size vector composed by the apparent resistivity measurements of all soundings
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(observations).

Assuming that the effects caused by lateral heterogeneities on the resistivity soundings

can be neglected, dobs can be described by the equation

dobs = dcal(X) + η, (1)

where dcal(X) is the vector composed by the modeled apparent resistivities using the local

1D layer cake model below each sounding (Koefoed, 1979) and η is the vector of asso-

ciated discrepancies. Estimating X based just on the criterion of minimizing a norm of

η is an ill-posed problem because this solution is unstable to small perturbations in dobs

(Parker, 1984). To obtain stable estimates of X, we solve the constrained inverse problem

of minimizing (in relation to X) the cost function:

F [dcal(X),dobs;µρ, µh; p, q, r] = Φ[dcal(X),dobs; p] + µρΨρ(ρ; q) + µhΨh(h; r), (2)

where

Φ =
1

Nobs|σ2η|p/2
∥∥∥[log(dobs)− log(dcal)]

∥∥∥
p

`p
, (3)

Ψρ =
1

[(J − 1).L]|σ2ρ|q/2
‖Dρ[log(ρ)]‖q`q , (4)

Ψh =
1

[(J − 1).(L− 1)]|σ2h|r/2
‖Dhh‖r`r , (5)

for X ∈ Ω, a search-space imposing box constraints on each model parameter. In equa-

tion 2, the functional Φ demands that logarithms (logs) of modeled apparent resistivities,

log(dcal), fit logarithms of measured apparent resistivities, log(dobs), according to the norm

`p (equation 3). On the other hand, the functionals Ψρ and Ψh impose lateral continuity

constraints on log-resistivities and layer depths of the same layer, below adjacent pairs of

soundings, according to the norms `q (equation 4) and `r (equation 5), respectively. The
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first-order finite-difference matrix operators Dρ (equation 4) and Dh (equation 5) express

mathematically these constraints (e.g. Constable et al., 1987; Medeiros and Silva, 1996);

symbolically Dρ and Dh have sizes (J − 1)L × JL and (J − 1)(L− 1) × J(L− 1), respec-

tively. Also in equation 2, µρ and µh are the associated Lagrange multipliers that must

be chosen so that a trade-off between fitting the observations and incorporating both con-

straints is satisfied (e.g. Hansen, 1992). Finally, σ2η (equation 3), σ2ρ (equation 4) and σ2h

(equation 5) are the variances of the discrepancies between measured and modeled appar-

ent log-resistivities, pairs of laterally adjacent layer log-resistivities, and pairs of laterally

adjacent layer depths, respectively.

Note that depending on p, q, and r (equations 3 to 5), that specify the norms `p, `q, and

`r, respectively, the functionals Φ, Ψρ and Ψh might be differentiable or not. According

to the chosen norm, the net effect of Ψh (and analogously of Ψρ) is to penalize larger

discrepancies between all pairs of adjacent layer depths, as in the case p = 2, or to allow

localized jumps, as in the case p = 1.

Denominators in the ratios of equations 3 to 5 were chosen in order to normalize the

functionals. These normalizations are of great importance because, after them, the task

of assigning values to the Lagrange multipliers µρ and µh is facilitated because we may

now consider these values as percentages. More importantly, these normalizations promote

robustness to the GOMs. We verified with preliminary tests that values of µρ and µh in

the range 0.01 to 0.1 are sufficient to stabilize the solutions (usually µρ requires higher

values). The variances σ2η, σ
2
ρ, and σ2h might be specified by the interpreter based on

his/her experience or they can be estimated using preliminary inversion tests, as we did in

the examples that are later presented. In the case of σ2η, it can alternatively be estimated

using information about data quality.
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If GOMs are used to solve equation 2, minor code modifications are done in the algo-

rithms in order to introduce changes in the search space Ω, or in the fitting criterium Φ,

or in the constraints Ψρ and Ψh. This is the reason why using GOMs in inversion prob-

lems might give back to the interpreter the lost flexibility he/she has when using modeling

codes to perform a trial-and-error interpretation approach. However, to allow flexibility in

changing the cost function and/or the search space, the chosen GOM must be sufficiently

robust to these changes. The normalization imposed to the terms composing equation 2 is

a key step in this direction; without normalization, even a simple change in the number of

apparent resistivity measurements, for example, would require that the Lagrange multipli-

ers be updated. Similar care with normalization must be taken when introducing any other

constraint term in equation 2.

GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

We summarize the adopted versions of SA, GA, and PSO which are all of probabilistic

nature. We describe also common stopping criteria.

Simulated Annealing (SA)

SA was proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) to solve multivariate combinatorial opti-

mization problems. SA simulates a cooling process where a material, starting at a high

temperature liquid phase, is cooled to a low temperature solid phase. The key point is that

the temperature is lowered so slowly that all the constituents can organize into a perfect

crystalline state associated to a global minimum of energy. We implement the classic version

of SA (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) wich is very well described in Park and Kim (1998).
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We use the geometric cooling schedule (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983)

Tk = αkT0 , (6)

where Tk is the temperature in the epoch k (a stage where the temperature is maintained

constant), T0 is a given initial temperature, and α is the cooling factor. Tipically 0.80 <

α < 0.99 because values lower than 0.80 may result in excessively rapid cooling schedules

(Yang, 2010). We use α = 0.95.

The search for the global minimum is initialized with a point randomly chosen in the

search space Ω. Let X∗ represent this initial point and also any of its later modifications,

named current solutions, until the process is finished and the resulting X∗ becomes an

estimate of the global minimum. For each Tk, SA should perform NT perturbations Xu

in a neighborhood of X∗ until the thermal equilibrium would be reached. In principle,

the epoch lenght NT would depend on Tk. However, ascertaining for each Tk whether the

thermal equilibrium has been reached is a difficult task (Persson, 2003). We find out that

good results can be obtained using the simpler approach of making NT equal to a fixed

proportion of the number of parameters Npar, regardless of Tk. We use NT in the range 3.5

to 5 Npar.

Perturbations Xu are calculated with the equation (Van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987)

Xu = X∗ +
√
Tk ·

r

‖r‖ , (7)

where r is a vector whose inputs are Gaussian pseudorandom numbers with zero mean and

standard deviation equal to 1. For each trial Xu, the variation ∆F of the cost function

F (X) (equation 2)

∆F = F (Xu)− F (X∗) (8)
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is calculated. If ∆F ≤ 0, Xu is accepted and replaces X∗. On the other hand, if ∆F > 0,

Xu might be accepted with acceptance-probability (Metropolis et al., 1953)

P (∆F ) = exp (−∆F/Tk) . (9)

Eventual acceptances of Xu, even when ∆F > 0, allow that SA may possibly escape from

local minima. This is the key difference between SA and local methods, analog conditions

also are present in GA and PSO. The cooling process is continued until stopping criteria

are attained.

Preliminary statistics on the variations ∆F can be obtained by doing a series of random

visits in the search space Ω. Then T0 can be calculated using the equation (Johnson et al.,

1989)

T0 ≈ −
max(|∆F |)

ln(P0)
, (10)

where P0 (≈ 0.95) is a given initial acceptance-probability.

Genetic Algorithm (GA)

GA is an evolutionary probabilistic GOM that simulates the process of Darwinian evolution

(e.g. Mitchell, 1995). The key idea of GA is that, after many generations of a given

population, subjected to crossovers following the Darwinian rule that the most adapted

individuals are most likely to reproduce, a very well-adapted individual (the global solution)

will appear in the offspring. We use the classic version of Goldberg (1989), which is easily

programmable. This version of GA is based on standard binary encoding, wheel type

selection, uniform crossover, and mutation on a population of fixed number individuals. No

elitism criteria is used.
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Each individual Xi of a population of size NP (even number) represents a trial solution

of the cost function F (X) (equation 2). Xi is encoded as a chromosome, which is composed

by concatenated chains of sets of bits (sequences of 1 and 0), each chain encoding a model

parameter value (Mitchell, 1995). The fitness of Xi is measured with the function

fi = exp [−F (Xi)] , (11)

so that high fitness values are associated with low values of the cost function.

The initial population is randomly chosen in the search space Ω. Analogously to the

epoch size in SA, we use NP in the range 3.5 to 5 Npar. For the current population, the

operations of selection to mate, crossover, and mutation are performed. In the selection,

pairs of individuals Xi and Xj are randomly chosen using a wheel that associates to each

individual Xi the probabilty pi of reproducing given by (Goldberg, 1989)

pi =
f(Xi)∑NP
j=1 f(Xj)

. (12)

We use a crossover rate (probability of actually performing a crossover) equal to 0.80.

To form a new generation, NP /2 crossovers are performed, where each individual may

participate in more than one (or even none) crossovers, accordingly to its probability. The

uniforme crossover (Goldberg, 1989) mimetizes a sexual reproduction process where a pair

of parent chromosomes exchange genetic material to form a pair of offspring chromosomes.

The new individuals are unconditionally accepted.

The mutation may change randomly a bit in an offspring chromosome. This operation

promotes diversity in the population but can also cause slow convergence when the mutation

acceptance probability is high. A good trade-off is to use an acceptance probability around

0.001 (Back, 1993; Jha et al., 2008). The joint operations of crossover and mutation may

result (or not) individuals with higher fitness (Goldberg, 1989).
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Once the operations of selection, crossover, and mutation are concluded, the offspring

population substitutes fully the parent population. The generation process is continued

until stopping criteria are attained.

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

PSO simulates the social behavior of a swarm of individuals of the same species, like birds,

in the search for food (Kennedy et al., 2001). The key idea is that while searching for food,

the particles (birds) are either scattered or go together, but always sharing all information;

eventually when a very good place is found by any of the particles, the entire swarm flocks

to this place. We use the classic version of PSO described by Suganthan (1999).

The swarm is formed by NS particles. We use NS in the range 3.5 to 5 Npar in an anal-

ogous manner to SA and GA. Each particle i of the swarm may occupy different positions

Xk
i of the search space Ω at the time (iteration) k. Xk

i are then trial solutions to the cost

function F (X) (equation 2), being the initial positions randomly chosen in the seach space

Ω. At iteration k the positions Xk
i of all particles i (i = 1, ..., NS) are updated using the

equation

Xk
i = Xk−1

i + vki , (13)

where the step vki results from a compromise of three trends: the previous step vk−1i (v0i = 0),

the best position already occupied by the particle itself XB
i , and the best position already

occupied by a particle of the swarm XBB, accordingly to the equation

vki = ω.vk−1i + c1.r1(X
B
i −Xk−1

i ) + c2.r2(X
BB −Xk−1

i ) . (14)

In the above equation, ω, c1 and c2 are the control parameters named as inertia weight,

cognitive parameter, and social parameter, respectively. Good convergence of the solutions
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were obtained by using ω = 0.72 and c1 = c2 = 2, which are values compatible with those

ones reported in the literature (e.g. Clerc and Kennedy, 2002; Trelea, 2003; Fernández-

Mart́ınez and Garćıa-Gonzalo, 2008). On the other hand, r1 and r2 (equation 14) are

pseudorandom numbers uniformly distributed in the range 0 to 1 (Haupt and Haupt, 2004).

The iterations continue until stopping criteria are attained, when the global minimum is

associated with the resulting best position XBB (Kennedy et al., 2001).

Common stopping criteria

To compare SA, GA, and PSO we use the common nomenclature of stage to refer to an

epoch size in SA, a generation in GA, and a sweep of the swarm in PSO, because the number

of cost function evaluations at each stage are approximately the same in all cases (at least

NT , NP , and NS , respectively).

To stablish common stopping criteria we use a Cauchy type convergence criterion (e.g.

Bartle, 1964) to each parcel Φ, Ψρ, and Ψh of the cost function F (X)(equation 2). Testing

individually the convergence of each term of F (X) ensures not only that the observations

were fitted but also that each constraint was effectively incorporated (Silva et al., 2001a).

Designating Φ, Ψρ, or Ψh generically byG, convergence is assumed when, forNC consecutive

times, the relative variation of G in two successive stages (k − 1 and k) is stagnated below

a threshold δG, that is:

χGk =

∥∥∥∥
G(Xk)−G(Xk−1)

G(Xk)

∥∥∥∥ ≤ δG , for NC consecutive times, (15)

where Xk and Xk−1 are the best solutions in stages k and k − 1, respectively. We use

NC = 200 and a stagnation threshold equal to 10−6 for all cost function terms Φ, Ψρ,

and Ψh. Note that using a single threshold for all terms is only possible because of the
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normalizations imposed in equations 3 to 5.

An extra benefit of using GOMs is the fact that, at the end of the convergence process,

the interpreter has not only the best solution but also a set of suboptimal quasi-solutions,

which can be used to perform uncertainty analysis (e.g. Alvarez et al., 2008; Fernández-

Mart́ınez et al., 2014; Pallero et al., 2015). Jointly, the best solution and the set of quasi-

solutions, compose a cluster from which the variability of the solution can be estimated

using, for example, simple statistics as mean and standard deviation of the model parame-

ters, as we do here. Due to the convergence criteria (equation 15), we obtain clusters with

NC = 200 points.

COMPARISON AMONG SA, GA, AND PSO

Synthetic models

To compare SA, GA, and PSO performances we use the synthetic models A and B presented

in Figures 1a and 1b, respectively. Both models represent idealized sedimentary media

where intermediary-depth layers, representing an aquifer, is the target for the DC-resistivity

investigation. In comparison with Model B, in Model A the horizontal dimension is larger

than the target depth. Synthetic apparent resistivity data for the Schlumberger array were

generated for models A (21 soundings) and B (14 soundings) using respectively the 1-D

layer cake (Koefoed, 1979) and 2D finite-difference (Dey and Morrison, 1979) modeling.

To verify the stability of the inversion estimates in relation to small discrepancies in the

synthetic data, we add to these data one realization of pseudorandom Gaussian noise with

zero mean and standard deviation equal to 5% of the modeled value. These noisy data were

not altered and we refer to them as observations. The resulting observations are shown in
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Figures 1c and 1d as soundings, and in Figures 1e and 1f as sections, for models A and B,

respectively.

Model A is simpler than Model B for two reasons. First in Model B there is a strong

lateral descontinuity (a vertical offset) in the target layer around position 1 km; on the

other hand there is no localized descontinuity in Model A. Second, in Model B there are

strong lateral variations in the resistivity of the shallower layer (soil), a fact not present in

Model A. As a result, the observations show more regular appearance in Model A (Figures

1c and 1e) than in Model B (Figures 1d and 1f). In particular, in Figure 1f it is difficult to

distinguish static shift (due to variations in the soil resistivity) from vertical offsets in the

target level (due to vertical faults).

For models A and B we use interpretation models with 3 and 4 layers, resulting in 105

and 98 model parameters, respectively. Although coinciding with the true values, these

number of layers are consistent with the sounding curve types in both cases (Figures 1c and

1d. For both models, we perform 1.5D inversions using different constraints but keeping

fixed the `2 norm in the data fitting criterion (functional Φ in equation 3); the reason for

this choice is the absence of outliers in the observations that, when present, demand the

use of the `1 norm (Claerbout and Muir, 1973; Farquharson and Oldenburg, 1998; Menke,

2012). On the other hand, for functionals Ψρ (equation 4) and Ψh (equation 5), we obtain

two inversion estimates using the `1 and `2 norms. In each case, the same norm was applied

to both functionals Ψρ and Ψh. In Model B, because of the large variation in the soil

resistivity, we relax the lateral continuity constraint on the resistivity of this layer. For the

sake of simplicity, from now on we refer as A-`1 case/estimates to the inversion results of

Model A using the `1 norm, similar conventions being adopted to the A-`2, B-`1, and B-`2

cases.
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The solutions of equation 2 compose a surface - the Pareto front - immersed in the space

(Φ,Ψρ,Ψh). To each point of this surface is associated a pair of values of the Lagrange

multipliers (µρ, µh). To ensure stability to the inversion estimates, a very good choice for

these parameters is the pair of values associated to the point of the Pareto front closest

to the origin. A practical approach to locate approximately this point is to implement a

sequence of line searches (Rawlinson et al., 2006), as shown in Figure 2 for the B-`1 case

using PSO: starting with the trial value µρ = 1, the closest point to the origin is found to be

around µh = 0.01 (Figure 2a); now keeping fixed this value, µρ is updated to 0.05 (Figure

2b); finally, using this latter estimate, µh is confirmed to be around 0.01 (Figure 2c). As

a result of similar searches, we obtain the following values for the Lagrange multipliers:

µρ=0.1 and µh=0.06 both for A-`1 and A-`2 cases, and µρ=0.1 and µh=0.03 for B-`2 case.

However, as a consequence of the normalization introduced in equations 3 to 5, the estimates

of µρ and µh are not sensitive to variations around these values so that it would be possible

to use µρ=0.1 and µh=0.05 for all cases. This is a consequence of the fact that, in all cases,

the Pareto front has a relatively large curvature around the corner closer to the origin, as

illustrated in Figure 2 for the B-`1 case.

We use NT = NP = NS = 500 for both models. For each case, we perform around 30

inversion runs varying the input parameters (search space Ω and initial model/population)

but keeping fixed the control parameters. Table 1 presents an statistics of the boxes de-

limiting the search spaces. To summarize the information each lower or upper bound is

expressed as a ratio to the respective true value and the ratios are grupped into the two

classes of ratios of layer depth and ratios of resistivity. Then, for each group, the minimum,

mean and maximum ratios are given. The inversion results are presented in Figures 3 to

10. When an individual estimate is presented, its choice is based on the criterion that a
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relatively low value of the cost function was attained. In addition, the shown percentage

discrepancies are calculated as δj = 100(Ej − Tj)/Tj , where Ej and Tj are the estimated

and true values of a quantity j, respectively. Sometimes, for convenience we use |δj | instead

of δj .

In the following, we compare the performances of SA, GA, and PSO with respect to

the quality of the estimates, robustness of the control parameters, and computational cost.

When comparing the quality of the estimates, we discuss the implications for the interpre-

tation of using the `1 or `2 norms in functionals Ψρ and Ψh.

Quality of the estimates

Typical inversion results obtained for models A and B are shown in Figures 3 and 4, re-

spectively. For Model A comparing estimates obtained with SA, GA, and PSO (Figure 3)

with the true model (Figure 1a), we evaluate that all estimates are good approximations of

the true model. The associated statistics of the discrepancies between true and estimated

model parameter values, presented in Figures 5a and 5b for log-resistivity and layer depth,

reveal that these estimates differ from the respective true values by at most 5% and 8%, re-

spectively, independently of the used algorithm or norm. In addition, all inversion estimates

honor the observations, as shown in Figures 6a and 6b.

From an interpretative point of view, the most important point to note is that, for all

cases of Model A, there are practically no differences among the inversion estimates using

either the `1 or the `2 norm. The `1 norm favours more blockly structures (e.g. Loke et al.,

2003; Sun and Li, 2014) allowing that a possible localized discrepancy of resistivity and/or

layer depth might appear in the inversion results. Because the A-`1 and A-`2 estimates
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are very similar, the interpreter can infer that there are no important vertical offsets in

the subsurface layers. This result is a consequence of the statistics implicitly associated

with each norm and ultimately reflects the different behaviors of median and mean, associ-

ated with the `1/Laplacian and `2/Gaussian norm/probability density function, respectively

(Menke, 2012). To exemplify, it are shown in Figures 7a and 7b the histograms resulting

from PSO inversion in the A-`1 and A-`2 cases, respectively, for the estimated difference

∆hj,j+1 = hj+1 − hj of layer depths to the top interface of the second layer (the blue layer

in Figure 1a) between two adjacent points j and j + 1. Note that there are no outliers

in both histograms (a different result is below finded when comparing the B-`1 and B-`2

cases). Thus, comparing estimates obtained with the `1 and `2 norms on the functionals

Ψρ and Ψh allow one to infer characteristics of the true resistivity distribution. In addi-

tion, note that the quantitative interpretation of the conductive intermediary-depth layer

would be subject to the equivalence phenomenon in relation to the longitudinal conductance

(Orellana, 1972) if each resistivity sounding were individually interpreted. However, when

jointly interpreted with the lateral continuity constraint both on resistivity and layer depth,

the equivalence is resolved because the same pair of resistivity and layer thickness has to

honor the observations of different soundings where the ratio depth to layer tickness is not

constant.

On the other hand, for Model B, comparing estimates obtained with SA, GA, and PSO

(Figure 4) with the true model (Figure 1b), we evaluate that good approximations are

obtained just in the B-`1 cases. In fact, all the three estimates reproduce quite well the

discontinuity around position 1 km. On the other hand, as expected, in the B-`2 estimates

the referred discontinuity is smoothed to such an extent that its presence would hardly be

inferred from the isolated analysis of these estimates. Thus, the fact that estimates obtained
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with `1 and `2 norms be different is a clue to infer the presence of discontinuities in the

subsurface resistivity distribution. The fault presence can be alternatively inferred from

the histograms of the estimated differences of layer depths between two adjacent points

(Figures 7c and 7d) because one outlier is detected just in the B-`1 case. We stress

that both B-`1 and B-`2 estimates honor quite well the observations (Figures 6c and 6d,

respectively) so that the non-incorporation of the discontinuity in the B-`2 estimates can

not be inferred from data fitting analysis only. In addition, even global statistics of the

discrepancies between true and estimated model parameter for the B-`1 and B-`2 estimates

(Figures 5c and 5d) are quite similar. That is, because the discontinuity is spatially very

localized, its absence is not detected in global statistics.

The statistics on the model parameter estimates for both models performed with all

inversion runs are shown in Figure 8. To obtain this figure, each estimate is expressed as a

ratio to the respective true value and the ratios are groupped into the two classes of ratios

of layer depth and ratios of log-resistivity. The statistics of the two classes show means

centered at the true values with standard deviations of about 3% for the log-resistivity

(Figure 8a) and 7% for the layer depth (Figure 8b), thus providing evidence for stability of

the solutions. We stress that it is not necessary to run several inversions to obtain a realible

statistics of model parameter estimates because one can use the cluster of quasi-solutions

obtained in just one run: as shown in Figures 8c and 8d, a similar conclusion about the

stability of the solutions can be obtained from one solution cluster taking as reference the

best solution of the cluster itself.

We conclude then that SA, GA, and PSO present similar performances in relation to

the quality of the estimates when compared to the true models.
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Robustness of the control parameters

The values of SA, GA, and PSO control parameters greatly influence their performance.

When well adjusted to a specific problem, they perform a good trade-off between exploring

new regions of the search space Ω and intensifying the search in promising subregions

(Srinivas and Patnaik, 1994).

The number of parameters (Npar) in the interpretation model of the inverse problem

has a strong impact on the computational cost because NP (or NS or NT ) is in the range

3.5 to 5 Npar. However, from our experience, Npar has minor influence on the other control

parameters because they depend mostly on the cost function geometry.

PSO and GA presented higher robustness of the control parameters in relation to dif-

ferent version of the cost function. In fact, for both methods, we simply found in sensibility

tests that the values suggested in the literature (e.g. Srinivas and Patnaik, 1994; Sen and

Stoffa, 1995; Schutte and Groenwold, 2005; Kirkpatrick and Sorkin, 1998) worked very

well. For example, perturbing each PSO control parameter individually by up to ±15% of

its value produces virtually the same inversion results. For both methods, the only control

parameter for which more exhaustive tests were required was swarm/population size. On

the other hand, in the same situation SA presented lower robustness. The parameters con-

trolling the cooling process (T0 and α in equation 6), and the choice of the epoch size (the

amount of iterations to ensure that thermal equilibrium is reached) required a relatively

large number of tests. In addition, T0 requires often adaptation to particular observation

data sets.

In a more qualitative fashion, the methods can be ranked from easy to difficult to put

into effective operation in the order PSO, GA, and SA. This rank is a consequence not only
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of the above described robustness of the control parameters but also of the fact that (for us)

PSO has more simple underlying equations/operations than GA, the same occuring with

GA in relation to SA.

Computational cost

All numerical calculations were done in Matlab using serial processing. Figure 9 presents

the statistics of computational performance of SA, GA, and PSO obtained from several

inversions runs (around 30 runs for each combination model/norm). PSO first and GA

second present the best performances, usually requiring smaller number of stages to converge

than SA (Figure 9a). As a consequence, PSO and GA demand smaller number of fowarding

modeling (Figure 9b) and CPU time (Figure 9c) than SA. Note that because the number

of forward modeling for each stage is usually higher for SA (at least NT ), the graphs of

number of forwarding modeling and CPU time are not exact proportions of the graph of

number of stages to converge.

Regarding the final obtained values of the cost function, usually GA presents the best

performance in relation to both to the final attained value and its standard deviation (Figure

9d). In this item, SA usually presents the worst performance. As an example, Figure 10

shows that SA required more stages to converge than PSO and GA for a typical run of

the Model A. An interesting feature of this figure is that the evolution of the current (or

momentaneously best) solution along the stages for the three GOMs show almost coinciding

curves after approximately 500 stages. That is, a good quasi-solution is rapidly finded by all

three methods. However, the stopping criteria are attained at very different stages because

of the different performances of the three GOMs in clusterring the set of quasi-solutions
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around a very good (or best) solution.

FIELD DATA

We use a set of Schlumberger array soundings from a survey carried out in 1983 by the US

Geological Survey (Zohdy and Bisdorf, 1989). All the apparent resistivity measurements

and the quantitative interpretation of each resistivity sounding using a layer cake model

are fully described in Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989). From this survey, we select 8 resistivity

soundings (Figures 11a and 11b) which are approximately aligned composing a traverse. In

most soundings, the maximum current electrode distance (AB/2) varies from 2 to 5 km.

According to Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989), the survey was done as part of a geothermal source

research program in the region near the Lassen Volcanic National Park in USA. However,

it is not our objective to discuss the geological implications of the inversion results but just

to show that, once the control parameters are adjusted for an interpretation model using

synthetic data, the three GOMs can be directly applied to field data, in particular GA

and PSO because of their higher robustness. In this sense we use the results of Zohdy and

Bisdorf (1989) as a high quality benchmark to compare our results.

The interpretation results of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989) to the traverse of resistivity

soundings are shown in Figure 12a. This figure is not an exact copy of the Figure 2 presented

in page 8 of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989). In fact we obtain Figure 12a using the estimates

of resistivity and layer thickness described by Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989) and trying to

reproduce, as closely as possible, the correspondence of resistivity intervals with colors in

the original figure. Our inversion results are presented using the same color pattern.

We use an interpretation model with 18 layers because this is the mean number of layers
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used by Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989) to interpret individually the resistivity soundings using

the method of Zohdy (1989). So there are 280 parameters in the interpretation model. We

use NT = NP = NS = 1000. Table 1 presents an statistics of the used bounds for the

search space taking as reference preliminary fast-track estimates for the model parameters

obtained with 1D inversion. We use µρ=0.1 and µh=0.03 for both `1 and `2 cases, which

are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. To make comparison easy in both norm cases,

Figure 12a is reproduced in Figure 13a. The modeled soundings obtained with the PSO-`1

estimates are superposed to the apparent resistivity meaurements in Figures 11a and 11b

and the statistics of data fitting for `1 and `2 estimates are shown in Figures 11c and 11d,

respectively. In addition, the statistics on the model parameter estimates obtained with the

cluster of quasi-solutions are shown in Figure 14. Finally, the evolution of the cost function

and its individual parcels along the stages are shown in Figure 15.

Figures 12 and 13 show that inversion estimates obtained with the three methods repro-

duce quite well the solution of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989) with minor differences. The major

discrepancy, present in all inversion results, is the fact that the high conductive anomaly

below the sounding number 5, present in the solution of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989) (Figure

12a or Figure 13a), is not reproduced in any of the inversion results. Note that Zohdy and

Bisdorf (1989) interpreted each sounding individually but certainly seeking to incorporate,

in a qualitative way, a good lateral continuity. However, given the small lateral extension of

this anomaly in their interpretation, it possibly resulted just from sounding number 5. Note

that, as in synthetic Model A, the conductive intermediary-depth layers are subjected to

the equivalence phenomenon in relation to the longitudinal conductance (Orellana, 1972)

if each resistivity sounding is individually interpreted. Possibly the joint 1.5D inversion

imposing lateral continuity constraint both on log-resistivity and layer depth resolved the
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equivalence (as in synthetic Model A), resulting in the absence of the conductive anomaly

in our inversion results.

Regarding the stability of the inversion estimates, the statistics on the model parameter

estimates obtained with the cluster of quasi-solutions (Figure 14) reveals that both log-

resistivity and layer depth estimates are stable. It is quite important to note that in all

cases the solution of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989) (shown as squares in Figure 14) is contained in

the confidence region delimited by the cluster of quasi-solutions. As expected, all solutions,

including the solution of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989), honor the observations (Figures 11c and

11d). The fact that solutions imposing constraints do not negatively impact data fitting

might be a clue that the constraints have geological adherence at least in most points of

the subsurface (Santana et al., 2012). As in Model A, because `1 and `2 estimates are

very similar, the interpreter can infer that there are no important vertical offsets in the

subsurface layers, in accordance with the solution of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989). Finally,

observe in Figure 15 that the number of stages to converge and the final achieved value

for the cost function are very similar to the synthetic examples, as a consequence of the

normalizing factors in equations 3 to 5.

DISCUSSION

The key point to highlight is the fact that, once a GOM is computationally implemented

for an interpretative model, cost function modifications can be performed very easily. This

provides a suitable computer environment for quantitative interpretation, in which the com-

parison of solutions with different constraints become a flexible way to evidence possible

characteristics of the subsurface resistivity distribution. In this work, we explore the chang-

ing of the used norm in the lateral continuity constraints on the model parameters as a
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manner of ascertaining the possible presence of localized discontinuities, such as vertical

faults. However, other changes can be easily introduced in the cost function or in the

search space. Just to mention a few cases: a) relaxing the constraint on a particular param-

eter of a certain layer (as we relax the continuity constraint on the soil resistivity in Model

B because this parameter is varying in such a way that it makes no sense in constraining

it); b) honoring information about some parameters which are known from outcrops or

boreholes (see Medeiros and Silva (1996) on how to include these type of constraints); c)

incorporating information about the dip of a given interface (that is, imposing that the

depths to an interface locate around a straight line whose dip is the given one); d) for a

target sandstone layer, imposing continuity constraints directly on porosity and groundwa-

ter salinity by using the Archie’s law to relate formation resistivity with these quantities,

and e) employing more sophisticated search spaces by imposing extra constraints on some

parameters (for example, if the interpreter knows that a fault cutting a certain layer is

post-tectonic, he/she might impose that the layer thickness does not change around the

fault; on the other hand, if the fault is syntectonic, he/she might impose that the layer

thickness obeys an inequality constraint from one side to the other of the fault). We stress

that the normalizations introduced in equations 3 to 5 have a strong role in the robustness

of the methods to changes in the cost function. In this sense, whenever a new constraint is

introduced in the cost function, adequate normalization must be sought.

A good by-product of the GOMs is the cluster of quasi-solutions that allows to estimate

the confidence region around the best solution. The size of this confidence region depends

heavily on the employed constraints. In this sense, it is important to emphasize the need of

requiring convergence on each isolated term of the cost function, otherwise it would be pos-

sible to obtain premature solutions in which the constraints are not properly incorporated
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(Silva et al., 2001a). The interpreter can even evaluate the role played by the constraints

in decreasing the confidence region, by doing comparative analyses of statistics obtained

from the cluster of models that produce just satisfactory fittings of the observations (term

Φ in the equation 3), regardless of constraint incorporation, with statistics obtained from

the cluster of quasi-solution, which incorparates the constraints.

CONCLUSIONS

To use GOMs to solve inverse problems with flexibility in constraint incorporation, the cho-

sen method must be robust to changes in the cost function and be relatively computationally

efficient. We compare the performances of the most used GOMs in applied geophysics (SA,

GA, and PSO) for solving the 1.5D DC-resistivity inverse problem using both synthetic and

field data. As a general conclusion, PSO and GA are very robust to changes in the cost

function and more computationally efficient in comparison with SA. In a more qualitative

fashion, the methods can be ranked from easy to difficult to implement in the sequence

PSO, GA, and SA, as consequence of both robustness to changes in the cost function and

of the underlying simplicity of the associated equations. Using normalized functionals is

of key importance to promote robustness. In addition, demanding convergence not only

of the data fitting but also of each constraint term of the cost function if of fundamental

importance to stabilize the solutions.

As an example of flexiblity in cost function design allowed by a GOM, we compare the

solutions incorporating different lateral continuity constraints (norms 1 and 2) as a manner

of detecting faults.

An important by-product of GOMs is the cluster of quasi-solutions from which the
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confidence region around the best solution can be estimated, thus allowing the interpreter

to evaluate the effectiveness of the used constraints in stabilizing the solutions.

Finally we stress that, using a simple case of DC-resistivity inversion as example, we

are ultimately trying to give a step foward in the direction of furnishing to practitioners in

geophysics an inversion environment allowing a high flexibility in testing different constraints

on model parameters as a way of facing complex geologic cases, in a similar manner he/she

has in using the trial-and-error interpretation approach based on flexible modeling codes.
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LIST OF FIGURES

Figure 1. Synthetic models A (a) and B (b), and the respective sets of Schlumberger

array DC-resistivity soundings in (c) and (d), and apparent resistivity sections in (e) and

(f). For models A and B, 21 and 14 soundings are equally spaced distributed on the surface,

respectively.

Figure 2. Projections of the Pareto front on the plane Ψρ x Ψh resulting from the se-

quence of three line searches trying to locate the values of the Lagrange multipliers (µρ, µh)

associated with the point of the Pareto front closest to the origin of the space (Ψρ,Ψh,Φ).

In a), starting with the trial value µρ = 1, the closest point to the origin is found to be

around µh = 0.01; in b) now keeping fixed this value, µρ is updated to 0.05; finally, in c)

using this latter estimate, µh is confirmed to be around 0.01.

Figure 3. Model A. Typical inversion estimates using SA in (a) and (b), GA in (c) and

(d), and PSO in (e) and (f). Left and right pannels show inversion results using `1 and `2

norms, respectively, in the lateral continuity constraints.

Figure 4. Model B. Typical inversion estimates using SA in (a) and (b), GA in (c) and

(d), and PSO in (e) and (f). Left and right pannels show inversion results using `1 and `2

norms, respectively, in the lateral continuity constraints.

Figure 5. Cumulative distribution for the percentage discrepancy between estimated

and true model parameter values for Model A in (a) and (b) and for Model B in (c) and

(d), obtained with SA, GA, and PSO. For each model, left and right figures show results for

log-resistivity and depth to the layer bottom, respectively. These statistics were calculated

with the inversion estimates shown in Figures 3 and 4 for models A and B, respectively.

Figure 6. Cumulative distribution for the percentage discrepancy between modeled

and observed apparent resistivity data for Model A in (a) and (b), and for Model B in (c)
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and (d), obtained with SA, GA, and PSO. For each model, left and right figures are associ-

ated with the inversion results using `1 and `2 norms, respectively, in the lateral continuity

constraints. These statistics were calculated with the inversion estimates shown in Figures

3 and 4 for models A and B, respectively.

Figure 7. Histograms resulting from PSO inversion in the A-`1 (a), A-`2 (b), B-`1 (c),

and B-`2 (d) cases for the estimated difference ∆hj,j+1 = hj+1 − hj of layer depths to an

interface between two adjacent points j and j+1. For both models we use the top interface

of the second layer. For Model A, there are no outliers both in A-`1 and A-`2 cases, whilst

for Model B there is an outlier only in the B-`1 case, thus evidencing the absence and pres-

ence of a fault in models A and B, respectively.

Figure 8. Statistics (mean ± one standard deviation) of the percentage discrepancy

between estimated and true values of the model parameter for models A and B using SA,

GA, and PSO. To obtain this figure, each estimate is expressed as a ratio to the respective

true value and the ratios are groupped into the two classes of ratios of layer depth and

ratios of log-resistivity. (a) and (b) show results calculated with the (best) solutions for

(log) resistivity and layer depth, respectively, obtained from several different inversion runs

(around 30 runs for each combination model/norm). On the other hand, (c) and (d) show

similar results calculated with the cluster of quasi-solutions of the particular inversion runs,

whose estimates are shown in Figures 3 and 4 for models A and B, respectively.

Figure 9. Statistics (mean ± one standard deviation) of quantities used to evaluate the

computational performances obtained with SA, GA, and PSO in several different inversion

runs of models A and B. (a) shows the statistics for the number of stages necessary to at-

tain convergence criteria; (b), (c), and (d) show similar results for the number of forwarding

modeling, normalized CPU time, and final attained value of the cost function, respectively.
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In (b) the reference value to normalize all CPU times is the lower mean CPU time, which

was obtained in the PSO-B-`1 case.

Figure 10. Model A. Evolution of the current (or momentaneously best) solution along

stages of SA, GA, and PSO method associated with the respective inversion estimates shown

in Figure 3. It is shown the evolutions for the cost function value (a) and its parcels Φ (b),

Ψρ (c), and Ψh (d). Each figure shows also a zoom inset around the graph origin for better

visualization. In addition, the arrows in (a) mark the stages where stopping criteria were

attained in the A-`1 cases.

Figure 11. Field data. (a) and (b) show the Schlumberger array DC-resistivity sound-

ings and the respective modeled soundings for the PSO-`1 case. (b) and (c) show the

cumulative distributions for the percentage discrepancy between modeled and observed ap-

parent resistivity data associated with the inversion results with the three methods using

`1 and `2 norms, respectively, in the lateral continuity constraints. In (a) and (b), it is also

shown the discrepancy results (ZB) obtained with the solution of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989).

Figure 12. Field data. (a) Solution of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989). (b), (c), and (d)

show the inversion estimates obtained with SA, GA, and PSO, respectively, using the `1

norm in the lateral continuity constraints. In all figures, the colors represent the resistivity

values according to the same color bar.

Figure 13. Field data. (a) Solution of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989) (the same as in Figure

12a here repeated for ease of comparison). (b), (c), and (d) show the inversion estimates

obtained with SA, GA, and PSO, respectively, using the `2 norm in the lateral continuity

constraints. In all figures, the colors represent the resistivity values according to the same

color bar.

Figure 14. Field data. Statistics (mean ± one standard deviation) of the percentage
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discrepancy between estimated and reference values of the model parameters obtained with

SA, GA, and PSO methods. To obtain this figure, each estimate is expressed as a ratio

to a respective reference value and the ratios are groupped into the two classes of ratios

of log-resistivity and ratios of layer depth. The results were calculated using the cluster of

quasi-solutions obtained in each inversion case taking, as reference in each case, the (best)

solution of the case. Both in (a) and (b), it is supperposed (as squares) in each case the

mean discrepancy calculated with the solution of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989), using the ref-

erence value of the case. Note that in all cases, the solution of Zohdy and Bisdorf (1989) is

contained in the confidence region associated to the mean ± one standard deviation.

Figure 15. Field data. Evolution of the current (or momentaneously best) solution

along stages of SA, GA, and PSO methods. These results are associated with the respec-

tive inversion estimates shown in Figures 12 and 13. It is shown the evolutions for the cost

function value (a) and its parcels Φ (b), Ψρ (c), and Ψh (d). Each figure shows also a zoom

inset around the graph origin for better visualization. In addition, the arrows in (a) mark

the stages where stopping criteria were attained in the `1 case.
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LIST OF TABLES

Table 1. Statistics of the boxes delimiting the search space Ω for the synthetic and

field data cases. To summarize the information each lower or upper bound is expressed as

a ratio to a reference value and the ratios are grupped into the two classes of ratios of layer

depth and ratios of resistivity. Then, for each group, the minimum, mean and maximum

ratios are given. The reference value is the true value, in the case of a synthetic model, or

preliminary fast-track estimates with 1D inversion, in the field data case. From this table,

one can obtain, for example, that the lower bounds used for the layer depths in Model B are

in the range 12% - 43% with mean equal to 30%, all percentages relative to the true values.
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Model

Ratio to true(1) or preliminary estimates(2)

Lower bound Upper bound

min mean max min mean max

A(1)
resistivity 0.50 0.50 0.50 3.00 3.60 5.00

layer depth 0.25 0.37 0.50 2.50 3.70 5.00

B(1)
resistivity 0.33 0.45 0.50 2.00 2.90 3.50

layer depth 0.12 0.30 0.43 1.16 2.14 2.92

Field case(2)
resistivity 0.45 0.63 0.79 2.50 2.98 3.47

layer depth 0.46 0.63 0.75 2.72 3.00 3.40

Table 1
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ABSTRACT

An inversion approach based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) is presented for the 2D

direct current (DC)-resistivity data. Once the PSO algorithm is implemented, cost function

modifications, either on changing constraints or data fitting criteria, can be easily performed,

since that each term of the cost function is properly normalized in order to allow approximate

invariance of the Lagrange multipliers. We explore several constraints on the log-resistivity

variation: spatial continuity both in the `1 and `2 norms, including the case of constraining

variation just in the horizontal direction, total variation, and sparsity constraints using

both discrete cosine transform and Daubechies bases. In addition, we explore the minimum

moment of inertia constraint, including the case of using the Earth surface as the target
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axis, to impose concentration of either resistive or conductive materials along target axes.

Equally important, from the stopping criteria of the PSO algorithm results not only the best

solution but also a cluster of suboptimal quasi-solutions from which uncertainty analyses

can be performed. As a result, the interpreter has freedom to perform a quantitative

interpretation process based on a feedback trial-and-error inversion approach, in a similar

manner he/she has when using a friendly forward modeling software, being capable of

driving the solution to incorporate his/her conceptions about the geologic environment,

besides appraising data fitting and stability of the obtained solutions. We present both

synthetic and field data examples. In the first case we show that the interpreter might

drive the interpretation process in a karst environment to image dissolution structures both

above and beneath the water table. In the second case, we show how the interpreter might

drive an interpretation process to optimize borehole location in fracture zones in crystalline

rocks, aiming to estimate the fresh-rock depth and discriminate fractured/weathered rock

from shallow conductive materials, like clay-soil.

Keywords: apparent resistivity, electrical/resistivity, inversion, nonlinear, optimiza-

tion.
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INTRODUCTION

There are basically two manners of performing quantitative interpretation of geophysi-

cal data: using a trial-and-error modeling approach, based on flexible forward modeling

softwares, or using inversion algorithms. The geophysical inverse problem is frequently for-

mulated as an optimization problem where the solution is the minimum of a cost function

involving two parcels: one demanding that observed and modeled data are fitted and the

other imposing constraints on the Earth model parameters (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977).

When the interpreter changes from the first to the second interpretation manner, a

lot of flexibility is lost when facing geological complexities because most of the available

inversion algorithms offer a too limited set of constraints to test different solutions. In

Barboza et al. (2017) we presented a quantitative inversion approach where ultimately we

are trying to give back to the interpreter the lost flexibility. This inversion approach is

based on the use of global optimization methods (GOMs), instead of the most commonly

used local optimization methods, to solve the geophysical inverse problems.

In a local method, given a starting model, one tries to obtain a local minimum of the cost

function based on an iterative process, where in each step the cost function is decreased until

a stationary point - a local minimum - is attained (Gill et al., 1981). On the other hand,

GOMs are based on optimization approches usually mimicking an adaptation strategy found

in Nature, which ultimately might converge to the global minimum, as simulated annealing

(SA) (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983), genetic algorithms (GA) (Goldberg, 1989), and particle

swarm optimization (PSO) (Kennedy et al., 2001). SA (e.g. Sen and Stoffa, 1995; Rucker

and Ferré, 2005; Santos et al., 2006; Pei et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2012; Biswas and Sharma,

2014), GA (e.g. Sen and Stoffa, 1995; Başokur et al., 2007; Jha et al., 2008; Morgan et al.,
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2012; Attwa et al., 2014), and PSO (e.g. Shaw and Srivastava, 2007; Mart́ınez et al., 2010;

Fernández Mart́ınez et al., 2012; Tronicke et al., 2012) are GOMs increasingly in use in

geophysics.

Compared to local methods, GOMs require much higher computational cost because

huge numbers of cost function evaluation might be necessary (Sen and Stoffa, 1995), each

evaluation requiring a foward modeling. However, for geophysical inverse problems where

foward modeling is inexpensive it may be worth it because GOMs offer high flexibility in

changing the cost function. That was the point we started to explore in Barboza et al.

(2017). In that study our main objective was to realize a comparison of performance among

SA, GA, and PSO algorithms, including robustness to changes in the cost function. Because

a comparison of this nature requires a huge amount of foward modeling, we choose a very

inexpensive inverse problem: the 1.5 D direct current (DC)-resistivity inverse problem,

where the forward modeling is done using the 1D layer cake model but a set of soundings

is jointly inverted imposing lateral continuity constraints on the layers parameters (e.g.

Gyulai and Ormos, 1999; Auken et al., 2005). Nevertheless, because of the model simplicity

it was not possible to explore in deep the versatility of this inversion approach. This is the

objetive of the present study, wehere we treat the 2D DC-resistivity inverse problem using

PSO. In the referred computational performance comparison, we verified that PSO and GA

are very robust to changes in the cost function and more computationally efficient than SA.

In addition, PSO was comparatively easier to implement than GA, as consequence of the

underlying simplicity of the associated equations.

In the following section we summarize the 2D DC-resistivity inverse problem. Then

we present both synthetic and field data examples where we show that the interpreter can

perform a kind of trial-and-error inversion approach, where he/she performs an inversion
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process by phases. The solutions of the initial phases are used in a feedback manner to

improve the solutions obtained in posterior phases. In other words, the interpreter uses

the initial solutions to choose or design new constraints in different partitions of the inter-

pretation mesh so that he/she drives the inversion process to obtain solutions which are

consistent with his/her geological conceptions about the study case.

To show how flexible a PSO-based inversion algorithm can be, we explore several types

of constraints: spatial continuity (e.g. Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977; Constable et al., 1987)

both in the `1 and `2 norms, including the particular case of constraining the physical prop-

erty to vary just in the horizontal direction; total variation (e.g. Rudin et al., 1992; Portni-

aguine and Zhdanov, 1999); sparsity (e.g. Loris et al., 2007; Jafarpour et al., 2009; Simons

et al., 2011; Charléty et al., 2013) using both discrete cosine transform and Daubechies bases

of order 4 (Mallat, 2008); and minimum moment of inertia (e.g. Guillen and Menichetti,

1984; Ajo-Franklin et al., 2007) constraints, including the particular case of using the Earth

surface as the target axis (Barbosa et al., 1999). In order to make reading easy for explo-

rationist geophysicists, that might be interested just in the interpretation approach, almost

all technicall details of the inverse problem, including the mathematical formulation of the

constraints and the description of the PSO algorithm, are shifted to appendices.

2D DC-RESISTIVITY INVERSE PROBLEM

Suppose that an electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) experiment is done along a direc-

tion x in the Earth surface, using a given electrode array as, for example, the Schlumberger

array. The apparent resistivity measurements can be arranged as the Nobs-size vector dobs,

where Nobs is the total number of measurements composing the ERT. We assume that the

ERT image can be interpreted under the hypothesis that the subsurface resistivity distribu-
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tion ρ varies only with the depth z and with the profile direction x, inside a priori specified

rectangular region Γ. In this region the function ρ(z, x) is discretized in a mesh with Nz

cells along z and Nx cells along x (Figure 1). A generic cell and its resistivity value may

be identified either by the pair (i, j) (i = 1, 2, ..., Nz; j = 1, 2, ..., Nx) or by the cell counting

number k = i + (j − 1)Nz (k = 1, 2, ..., NxNz). The subsurface resistivity can then be

arranged in the NxNz-size vector m = m(k).

After solving numerically the Poisson equation describing the DC-resistivity foward

modeling problem in the mesh (e.g. Dey and Morrison, 1979), it is possible to obtain the

calculated apparent resistivity data dcal(m). This vector might reproduce approximatelly

the observed data vector dobs, that is

dobs = dcal(m) + η, (1)

where η is the vector of associated discrepancies. Estimating m based just on the criterion

of minimizing a norm of η is an ill-posed problem because this solution is unstable to small

perturbations in dobs. To obtain stable estimates of m, we solve the constrained inverse

problem of minimizing (in relation to m) the cost function L given by

L[dcal(m),dobs;m] = Φa[d
cal(m),dobs] +R(m), (2)

for m ∈ Ω, a search-space imposing box constraints for each element of m. In the above

equation, the first term Φa of L demands that the observed data dobs be fitted by the
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modeled data dcal(m) in the least-squares sense, that is

Φa =
1

Nobsσ2η

∥∥∥log(dcal(m))− log(dobs)
∥∥∥
2

2
, (3)

where σ2η is an estimate of the variance of the discrepancies between observed and modeled

log-apparent resistivities. On the other hand, the second term R(m) of L (equation 2)

imposes constraints on the subsurface resistivities in order to stabilize the inverse problem

solution. To take the maximum benefits from using GOMs we use the following general

approach: a) the subsurface interpretation region Γ might be divided (Figure 1) into P

non-overllaping partitions Γp (p = 1, 2, ..., P ); b) in different partitions different constraints

might be employed, and finaly c) in a partition Γp more than one constraint might be

applied. As a result R(m) has the general form

R(m) = R[m;P,L(p);µp`] =

P∑

p=1

L(p)∑

`=1

µp`fp`Rp`, (4)

where L(p) is the number of constraints used in Γp, Rp` is the `-th constraint in Γp, being

µp` and fp` the associated Lagrange multiplier and normalization factor, respectively. The

general form of the normalization factor is

fp` =
1

Np`σRp`

, (5)

where Np` is the number of parcels composing Rp` and σRp`
is an estimate of the discrep-

ancies of these parcels.

In the inversion examples to be presented, using both synthetic and field data, we use

several constraints: a) spatial continuity constraints (e.g. Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977;
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Constable et al., 1987) both in the `1 and `2 norms, named as R1 and R2, and a particular

case of R1 that is constraining just the spatial variation along the horizontal x (named as

Rx1); b) total variation constraint (TV) (e.g. Rudin et al., 1992; Portniaguine and Zhdanov,

1999), named as RTV ; c) sparsity constraint (e.g. Loris et al., 2007; Jafarpour et al.,

2009; Simons et al., 2011; Charléty et al., 2013) using both the Discrete Cosine Transform

(DCT) and Daubechies bases of order 4 (Mallat, 2008), which are named as RDCT and

RDWT , respectively; and finally d) minimum moment of inertia constraint (e.g. Guillen

and Menichetti, 1984; Ajo-Franklin et al., 2007), named as RM , and a particular case of

RM that is using as target axis the Earth surface (Barbosa et al., 1999). For completeness, a

summary of the mathematical formulation of all these constraints is presented in Appendix

A, besides the detailed expressions for each one of the normalization factors.

We solve the inverse problem defined by equation 2 using the PSO method (e.g. Kennedy

and Eberhart, 1995; Shaw and Srivastava, 2007; Mart́ınez et al., 2010; Fernández Mart́ınez

et al., 2012; Tronicke et al., 2012). A summary of the PSO algorithm we use is presented

in Appendix B. This PSO algorithm is basically the same one described in Barboza et al.

(2017). So, for the most part, the text contained in the Appendix B is an adaptation of

the text presented in Barboza et al. (2017) to the nomenclature of the present 2D DC-

resistivity inverse problem. However, we stress that two key modifications were done, both

ones described in detail in Appendix B. These modifications are oriented to perform a better

sorting of the starting values of the resistivities in the cells of the mesh, allowing a faster

convergence of the optimization process.
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APPLICATION TO SYNTHETIC DATA

Geophysical characterization of shallow karst heterogeneities is a very challenging problem

and the choice of adequate geophysical methods remains site related (Carrière et al., 2013).

For example, when the overburden is composed by resistive materials, ground penetrating

radar (GPR) allow very good imaging of karst structures (e.g. Fernandes et al., 2015).

However, in the presence of conductive overburden, ERT is commonly the method of choice

(Roth et al., 2002) and has been increasingly used to image complex heterogeneities in

karst or similar environments (e.g. Nyquist et al., 2007; Ezersky, 2008; Gutiérrez et al.,

2009; Valois et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2011). Nonetheless, interpreting ERT data in karst

environment presents several difficulties as, for example, the fact that the same structure

might appear as either resistive or conductive, depending on the water presence (e.g. Smith,

1986; Loke et al., 2013). We use this challenging environment to demonstrate the high

flexibility that a PSO-based inversion algorithm can give to the interpreter.

Figure 2 shows a photograph of a cliff in a limestone quarry in Rio Grande do Norte

state, Brazil. The limestone is part of the Jandáıra Formation, Potiguar basin (Araripe and

Feijó, 1994), which is a carbonate platform formed during a sea-level transgression in the

late Cretaceous, associated with the South Atlantic opening after the breakup of Pangea.

The cliff wall exposes several karst structures, including dissolution voids along horizontal

bedding, which might be filled with unconsolidated sediments. In addition, subvertical

fractures might conect the horizontal dissolution voids (Figure 2).

Inspired by the dissolution structures present in the cliff wall of the limestone quarry

(Figure 2), we design the two synthetic models shown in Figures 3a and 4a, from now on

named as Karst 1 and Karst 2, respectively. Both models present anomalous bodies of
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tabular shape, in some cases connected by vertical conduits. In Karst 1 all material filling

the structures are admitted to contain water, so that all anomalous bodies are conductive

in relation to the surround unaltered rock (Figure 3a). On the other hand, in Karst 2 the

water table is 15 m deep, so that the anomalous bodies above it are resistive in relation to

the unaltered rock (Figure 4a). Note also in Karst 2 that even the unaltered rock is more

resistive above the water table. To complete the set of synthetic models, we add the Dike

model shown in Figure 5a, which contains a dipping dike and composes also a very difficulty

situation for ERT interpretation.

To calculate the Schlumberger array soundings curves for the shown synthetic models,

we use the the finite-difference approach of Dey and Morrison (1979). The useful part of

the modeling mesh (Figure 1) is composed of 80 cells in the x direction by 15 cells in the

z direction. The mesh is uniform along x, with mesh size equal to 5 m, but is nonuniform

along z, being the avaliable depths equal to 0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80,

100, 120, and 160 m. Besides the useful portion, the mesh contains additional regions to

simulate infinitely distant boundaries. The calculated apparent resistivity data is arranged

in the vector dcal(m). Figures 3b, 4b, and 5b show the apparent resistivity soundings,

resulting in the apparent resistivity sections shown in Figures 3c, 4c, and 5c for the Karst

1, Karst 2, and Dike models, respectively. Note that in all models there is a thin soil of

varying resistivity. In each case, it were generated 21 equally spaced resistivity soundings.

To verify the stability of the inversion estimates in relation to small discrepancies in the

synthetic data, we add to all apparent resistivity data one realization of pseudorandom

Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation equal to 2.5% of the modeled value.

These noisy data were not altered and we refer to them as observations.

In any of the three models, one can hardly infer the main features of the anomalous bod-
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ies based just on the qualitative interpretation of the apparent resistivity sections (Figures

3c, 4c, and 5c). So, a kind of trial-and-error quantitative interpretation would be manda-

tory. We show that using a PSO algorithm it is possible to perform a quantitative inversion

approach where preliminary inversion results might be used to test new constraints in a

feedback manner. In all cases we admit that the interpreter has a very good knowledge

of the geologic environment so that he/she can drive the quantitative inversion phases to

investigate his/her a prior conceptions about the anomalous bodies by using different con-

straints. The mesh used in all inversion examples (including the field data examples) has

the same available depths, above described for the foward modeling mesh, but has mesh-size

along x equal to 10 m. As a result, there are 560 cells in the interpretation model.

Karst 1 model

Let us begin with the Karst 1 model. Figures 6a and 6b show estimates obtained with the

spatial continuity constraints (equation 6), named as SC-`1 and SC-`2, using the `1 and `2

norms, respectively (for mathematical details about the constraints, please see Appendix

A). Although representing a tremendous advance as compared to the apparent resistivity

section (Figure 3c), the classic smoothness constraint produces just a very blurred image of

the anomalous bodies (Figure 6b). On the other hand, the SC-`1 image appears to better

focus the shape of the bodies (Figure 6a). However, it is not clear yet where are the top and

bottom boundaries of the bodies and also, if the dissolution along the horizontal bedding

around 30-35 m depth is continuous or not.

To investigate these open questions, the interpreter might test constraints favoring more

sharp discontinuities as, for example, total variation (TV) (equation 12) and sparsity con-
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straints (equation 14) based on discrete cosine transform (DCT) or discrete wavelet trans-

form (DWT). Figures 6c, 6d, and 6e show estimates obtained with TV, DCT, and DWT

(Daubechies bases of order 4) constraints, respectively. With these last three estimates, in

particular with the DWT one (Figure 6e), the above described open questions about the

anomalous bodies might be considered as answered questions, maybe with the exception

of the doubt concerning the lateral continuity of the horizontal dissolution around 30-35 m

depth.

To obtain a conclusive answer to this question, the interpreter might test constraints

producing even more sharp discontinuities as, for example, by imposing that the moment of

inertia of the conductive distributions around certain axes be minimized (MMI constraint

given by equation 16). Now the interpreter must define a partition to the mesh (Figure

6f) where seven different subregions are specified, accordingly to the target axes associated

with the MMI constraints. The target axes A, B, and C to concentrate the conductive

material are inferred from Figures 6d and 6e. Note that the B axis is vertical thus favoring

the existence of a vertical conduit connecting the shallow and deep horizontal dissolutions.

We stress that the shown three axes are just starting guess and that the positions of these

axes are updated during the optimization process. So, we choose intentionally A, B, and C

axes not coinciding with the best spatial positions.

The final estimates are shown in Figures 6g and 6h where DCT and DWT constraints

were respectively combined (or jointly applied) with MMI in the different partitions (Γ2 to

Γ7) to concentrate conductive materials around axes A, B, and C. Note that both DCT

and DWT constraints are used in the whole mesh, except in Γ1 (soil) where no constraint

is applied. There are two reasons to use no constraints in Γ1: 1) the soil resistivity varies

a lot (Figure 3b) and 2) to allow a better data fitting. As a result, seven different set
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of constraints are employed. From the image shown in Figure 6g all questions posed by

the interpreter are answered; indeed this figure reproduces the main features of the true

resistivity distribution (Figure 3a).

Eeach image shown in Figure 6 is a best PSO solution. In addition, for each one, the

stopping criteria of the PSO algorithm (for details please see Appendix B) provides also a

set of 200 suboptimal quasi-solutions, from which an uncertainty analysis can be performed.

We estimate the confidence region around the best solution in the following manner. For

each inversion case, the best value for the log-resistivity of a cell is taken as the reference,

in relation to which the respective set of 200 quasi-optimal estimates can be expressed as

percentage discrepancies. The statistics over the whole mesh are then be grouped as a

single pair of mean percentage discrepancy and its associated standard deviation, as shown

in Figure 7a. From the analysis of this figure, we conclude that all the seven solutions

are stable because each mean percentage discrepancy is approximately zero with standard

deviation smaller than 1.5%. In addition, all the seven solutions shown in Figure 6 honor

the log-apparent resistivity observations because 90% of these observations are reproduced

with an error up to 3% (Figure 7b). In this latter figure note that the best data fitting

is provided by the solution combining DCT and MMI constraints (Figure 6g). Thus, from

the interpreter view point, this is the best solution because, besides providing the best data

fitting, it incorporates his/her a priori conceptions about the geologic environment.

Karst 2 model

Now we treat the Karst 2 model (Figure 4). In the following results, it is admitted that the

interpreter knows the water table depth. We begin again with the SC-`1 (Figure 8a) and
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SC-`2 (Figure 8b) estimates. Both estimates produce quite surprising good images of the

resistive anomalous bodies above the water table. However, for the conductive anomalous

bodies beneath the water table, both images are quite different from the true model (Figure

4a). The main reason is the fact that the portions of the deeper conductive bodies which are

located below the shallow resistive bodies are not well detected. For example, by analysing

Figures 8a and 8b one might conclude that the horizontal dissolution around 30-35 m depth

has no continuity around both positions 140 m and 380 m. Note that the latter conclusion

would be right but that the first one would be wrong. In addition, as well as in Karst 1

model, it is not clear yet where are the top and bottom boundaries of the deep conductive

bodies. Let us then admit that the interpreter is not satisfied with these preliminary

inversion results, in particular with the first impression that the deep horizontal dissolution

has no continuity around position 140 m. He/she decided then to investigate carefully these

open questions.

Similarly to Karst 1 model, the interpreter decides to test constraints favoring more

sharp discontinuities, thus obtaining the estimates shown in Figures 8c, 8d, and 8e by using

TV, DCT, and DWT constraints, respectively. With the two latter estimates, the above

described open questions about the anomalous bodies might be considered as answered

questions, except for the doubt concerning the lateral continuity of the deep horizontal

dissolution around postion 140 m that clearly remains open.

To obtain a conclusive answer to this question, the interpreter might test constraints

imposing MMI around certain axes. The target axes A and B are inferred from Figures

8d and 8e. Then, the interpreter might divide the mesh into the two partitions shown in

Figure 8f. However, in a contrasting manner to the Karst 1 case, the interpreter must

impose now concentration of resistive material above the water table. So the target axes A
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and B are used to concentrate resistive and conductive materials in Γ1 and Γ2, respectively.

Also in contrast with the Karst 1 case, no vertical target axis was employed, thus avoiding

to favour the existence of a conduit conecting the shallow and deep horizontal dissolutions,

as a manner of minimizing the bias toward favouring the existence of the deep horizontal

dissolution around position 140 m.

The final estimates are shown in Figures 8g and 8h where respectively DCT and DWT

constraints are used in the whole mesh whereas MMI is employed separately in Γ1 and Γ2,

according to the target axes and concentration criteria above described. After these two

images, the interpreter might be now more confident about the limits and continuity of

the dissolution structures. Indeed, both estimates reproduce quite well the true resistivity

distribution (Figure 4a). Also as in Karst 1 case, all the seven solutions are stable (Figure

9a) and honor the observations (Figure 9b). Again, the best data fitting is provided by the

solution combining DCT and MMI constraints (Figure 8g) and, similarly to the Karst 1

case, it provides the best solution from the interpreter view point.

Dike model

We begin with the SC-`1 (Figure 10a), TV (Figure 10b), DCT (Figure 10c), and DWT

(Figure 10d) constraints. In this case, the solution obtained with the SC-`2 constraint (not

shown) is an even more blurred image than Figure 10a. Analysing the four images (Figures

10a - 10d), the interpreter might infer: 1) that the anomalous body presents asymetry in

relation to the vertical line around position 200 m and 2) perhaps it has a continuity below

60 m depth, the latter hypothesis being derived particularly from Figure 10d. In addition,

let us admit that the interpreter has the a priori geological information that in the studied
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region dipping dikes might occur. He/she decides then to investigate this possibility. To

this end, the target axes A (Figure 10d) is proposed to concentrate conductive materials.

We stress that both the position and dip of axis A do not coincide with the respective true

values (Figure 5a).

Figure 10e shows the obtained inversion result using just the MMI constraint in the

whole mesh. The hypothesis of a dipping dike is now very reasonable. In addition, the

interpreter verified that this solution is as stable as any of the first four solutions (Figure

10a) and offers similar or even better data fitting (Figure 10b). So, he/she decides to make

a step further, dividing the mesh into three partitions and redefining the target axis (Figure

10f), in the latter case using the image 10e. The final estimates are shown in Figures 10g

and 10h where SC-`1 (just in x direction) and DCT constraints are respectively employed in

the whole mesh, except in Γ1, besides the MMI constraint in Γ3 to concentrate conductive

material around axis B (please see the Appendix B to understand in detail the reason of the

image improvement obtained in Figures 10g and 10h in relation to the Figure 10e; basically,

the search space Ω used in the PSO algorithm is refined). In Γ1 (soil) no constraint is applied

for the same reasons as in Karst 1 model. The two final solutions are also stable (Figure

11a) and honor the observations (Figure 11c). As in Karst 1 and 2 models, the best data

fitting is provided by the solution combining DCT and MMI constraints (Figure 10h). As a

result, this solution is again the best solution for the interpreter because it provides the best

data fitting and incorporates his/her a priori conceptions about the geologic environment.

APPLICATION TO FIELD DATA

In a large region of semi-arid climate in Northeast Brazil occur crystalline rocks. As a

result, low rainfall rate and unfavorable groundwater storage are combined, turning water
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supply for humans and animals into a severe problem, particularly in rural areas. In general,

the hydrogeologic targets to locate boreholes are narrow zones containing rocks which are

intensively fractured and/or altered by weathering. These zones are usually associated with

faults (or major fractures) that might control structurally the course of small intermittent

creeks, thus offering relatively better conditions to groundwater storage and recharge. Usu-

ally the boreholes are located using just surface geology criteria. However, quite contrasting

pumping rates might result from boreholes located in similar surface geologic conditions. To

investigate if geophysics could add discriminating criteria in this situation, a DC-resistivity

study was done in a rural area in Bahia state, NE Brazil, where constrasting pumping re-

sults from boreholes were obtained (Medeiros, 1987; Medeiros and Lima, 1990). The survey

area is composed mainly by gneiss.

In this context, it were obtained the two apparent resistivity datasets shown in Figures

12 and 13 using the Schlumberger array. From now we refer to them as Field 1 and Field

2 cases, respectively. Each dataset was measured along a traverse composed by 21 equally

spaced stations, with distance between stations equal to 20 m, and in each station, five

apparent resistivity values were measured (AB/2 = 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 m), resulting

in 105 observations. The two traverses cross the course of the same creek in two different

places: around positions 220 m and 240 m in Figures 12b and 13b, respectively, in each

case being the traverse direction perpendicular to the local creek direction. The pre-existent

boreholes were located just near the creek margins in both traverses. The borehole in the

Field 1 traverse was drilled up to the depth of 40 m and gives a pumping rate of 23.29

m3/h. On the other hand, the borehole in the Field 2 traverse was drilled up to the depth

of 48 m but produces just 2.16 m3/h. 2D modeling and inversion is a suitable approach

for the shown datasets because of the fault control of the favorable zones and the fact
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that the survey area has flat topography. An interpretation of these datasets based on a

trial-and-error foward modeling approach is presented in Medeiros and Lima (1990).

The favorable zones might appear in apparent resistivity sections as relatively large and

deep conductive anomalies, like the anomaly seen between positions 200 m and 300 m in

Figure 12b. From the viewpoint of quantitative interpretation, estimating the fresh rock

depth and discriminating the fractured and/or weathered rock from the shallow conductive

materials (like clay-soil) are the main objectives. Note that both objectives might constitute

difficult tasks because the contacts might be transitionals in both cases.

The inversion results obtained in Field 1 case using SC-`1, SC-`2, TV, DCT, and DWT

constraints are shown in Figures 14a to 14e, respectively. In each case, the constraint

is used in the whole mesh. The fact that the SC-`2 image (Figure 14b) is very similar

to the other four images (SC-`1, TV, DCT, and DWT), all of them favoring more sharp

discontinuities, is a clear indication that the contacts are indeed transitionals. In particular,

when SC-`1 and SC-`2 inversion results almost coincide, the interpreter can infer that no

abrupt discontinuity exist (Barboza et al., 2017). Nonetheless the transitional nature, note

however that the area associated to the union of cells presenting resistivity estimates around

100 Ohm.m (from light blue to green colors in the images) is large; the value of 100 Ohm.m

is a good indication that the rock is intensively fractured and/or altered by weathering.

Thus, we can conclude that, along the traverse, the most favorable location for a borehole

is near the positions 210 - 220 m, that is, as close as possible to the creek margin. Note that

a fault border (near position 200 m) appear to control the creek course, so the borehole

location was very lucky in this case. A small shift to the left of just 5 - 10 m along the x

direction would make this location a failure.
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Let us investigate how deep is the fresh rock along the traverse, particularly around the

borehole position. First we impose the Earth surface to be the target axis to concentrate

conductive material, as a manner of obtaining an estimate where the fresh rock be as shallow

as possible. To this end we combine the SC-`1 (just in x direction) and MMI constraints in

the whole mesh, obtaining the results shown in Figure 14f. Using a conservative threshold

value around 180 Ohm.m to the transition from weathered to fresh rock (log-resistivity

around 2.25, corresponding the transition from yellow to red in the image), we infer from

Figure 14f that the depth to the fresh rock is at least 50 m around positions 210 - 220 m.

On the other hand, to favour estimates where the fresh rock be as deep as possible, we

divide the mesh into the three partitions shown in Figure 14g and obtain estimates using

the axes A and B to concentrate conductive materials in Γ2 and Γ3, respectively, besides

the DCT constraint in the whole mesh. The inversion results are shown in Figure 14h, from

which we can infer that the depth to the fresh rock is at most 80 m around positions 210 -

220 m, using the same criteria above described. Given the range 50 - 80 m to the depth of

the fresh rock, the borehole should have been drilled to a greater depth than 40 m, in order

to obtain a greater pumping rate.

In a similar way to the synthetic models, all inversion results of Field 1 case are stable

(Figure 15a), presenting standard deviation around 1.5%. As expected, however, the data

fitting is worst than in the synthetic cases. Now typically 90% of the observations are

reproduced with an error up to 15% (Figure 15b) instead of the 3% limit obtained with

synthetic data (Figures 7b, 9b, and 11b). The best data fitting is provided by the solution

using just the DCT constraint (Figure 14d), whereas the worst data fitting was obtained with

the SC-`1 (Figure 14a) constraint. Note that the solution imposing MMI constraints along

vertical axes (Figure 14h) offers intermediate data fitting and can not be ruled out based on
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this criteria. From an interpretative viewpoint, we take the two solutions fovouring either

shallower (Figure 14f) or deepest (Figure 14h) fresh rock interfaces as the best solutions

because they both honor the observations and constitute the end members of the solution

family compatible with the a priori geological conceptions.

The inversion results obtained in Field 2 case using SC-`1, SC-`2, TV, DCT, and DWT

constraints are shown in Figures 14a to 14e, respectively. In each case, the constraint is

used in the whole mesh. As in Field 1 case, the SC-`2 image (Figure 16b) is very similar to

the other four images. Thus, we infer again that the contacts are mainly transitional. Note

however that in the interval 200 - 300 m the area associated to the union of cells presenting

light blue to green colors in the images (around 100 Ohm.m) is clearly small than in Field 1

case in the same position interval. Thus, the Field 2 traverse is clearly worst than the Field

1 traverse to locate a borehole, an inference compatible with the two contrasting pumping

rates above described.

Let us try an inversion test favouring the occurrence of deep conductive cells in the

interval 200 - 300 m. Then, we divide the mesh into six partitions (Figure 16f), and define

the axes A and B to concentrate conductive materials using the MMI constraints in Γ1, Γ2,

Γ3, and Γ5, accordingly to the target axes present in each of these partitions. In addition,

we use the DCT or the DWT constraint in the whole mesh. The inversion results are shown

in Figures 16g and 16h for DCT and DWT constraints, respectively. The results are very

similar to the previously ones, so that it is confirmed that Field 2 traverse is worst than the

Field 1 one to locate a borehole.

Similarly to the Field 1 case, all Field 2 inversion results are stable (Figure 17a) and

honor the observations (Figure 17b) under the same criteria (around 90% of the observations
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are reproduced with an error up to 15%). The best and worst data fitting are provided by

the solutions using the SC-`2 (Figure 16b) and SC-`1 (Figure 16a) constraints, respectively.

Note that the solution imposing MMI constraints along vertical axes (Figures 16g and 16h)

offers intermediate data fitting and can not be ruled out based on this criteria. From an

interpretative viewpoint, we chose the SC-`2 (Figure 16b) because it is compatible with the

a priori geological conceptions and offers the best data fitting.

DISCUSSION

The key point to highlight is the fact that, once the PSO algorithm (or any other GOM) is

implemented for the 2D model, cost function modifications, either on changing constraints

or data fitting criteria, can be performed very easily (Barboza et al., 2017). In addition,

different constraints might be combined for different partitions of the interpretation mesh.

As a result, the interpreter has to his/her disposal a very flexible tool to test hypothesis, in

a similar manner he/she has when using a friendly foward modeling algorithm to perform

a trial-and-error modeling approach. If the inversion algorithm is coupled with a modeling

module, the interpreter might even alternate phases of automatic inversion with phases

of trial-and-error foward modeling. For example, in the Karst 2 case, after obtaining the

inversion results shown in Figures 8g and 8h, the interpreter might perform an analyses of

detectability in the apparent resistivity data of the deep conductive horizontal dissolution

around position 140 m, as manner of acertaining that it is not an artefact of the inversion

bias with null effects in the observations. The interpreter has then freedom to perform

a quantitative interpretation based on a combined trial-and-error modeling and inversion

approach.

In this work, we explore just one data fitting criterium (classic least-squares) and eight
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types of constraints: SC-`1, SC-`2, SC-`x1 , TV, DCT, DWT, MMI in relation to a generic

axis, and MMI in relation to the Earth surface, besides a few combinations of them, in

particular DCT + MMI, DWT + MMI, and SC-`x1 + MMI. However, the plethora of

constraints available from the literature might be implemented in a GOM for automatic

inversion. In addition, all the synthetic and field examples we treat are limited to cases where

the MMI constraint is expected to be adequate. So, in general, we begin the interpretation

process with generic constraints, that give the first images, from which target axes are

proposed to appraise MMI constraints. Off course, in cases where the MMI constraint is

not adequate, the final phases of the interpretation process might be obtained with other

constraints, which are more compatible with the interpreter conception about the geologic

environment.

We stress that any constrained solution of an inverse problem is a biased solution. So

the key question is: where is going the solution in the parameter space? If the solution is

going toward a point that is compatible with the avaliable information about the study area,

this is a good thing (Silva et al., 2001b). In the contray, this is a bad thing, no matter how

sophisticated or simple the constraint is. We defend then that the interpreter must to take

the control of the bias in the interpretation process, instead of using black box inversion

softwares. In testing several constraints for a given case, the interpreter has at least one

monitoring tool: the data fitting. If a constrained inversion solution impacts severily the

data fitting, the employed constraint is certainly not adequate to the case (e.g. Santana

et al., 2012). In the contrary situation, there is no reason to rule out the solution and its

acceptance or rejection depends just on the interpreter appraisal that is always based on

his/her a priori conception about the study area.

From the technical point of view, two improvements are very important to the successfull
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implementation of the PSO algorithm for the 2D DC-resistivity inversion problem. The first

one is the normalization introduced in equations 3 and 5, which have a strong role in the

robustness of the algorithm to changes in the cost function, particularly in the invariance

of the Lagrange multipliers. In this sense, whenever a new constraint is introduced in the

cost function, adequate normalization must be sought. For details about the normalization

factors, please see the Appendix A and Table 1. The second improvement is the couple of

modifications introduced in the sorting process of the starting particles of the PSO swarm;

for details please see the Appendix B.

An importante by-product of the stopping criteria of the PSO algorithm (or any other

GOM) is the cluster of suboptimal quasi-solutions that allows to perform an uncertainty

analysis around the best solution (e.g. Alvarez et al., 2008; Fernández-Mart́ınez et al., 2014;

Pallero et al., 2015). The size of the confidence region depend on the employed constraints.

In this sense, it is important to emphasize the need of requiring convergence on each isolated

term of the cost function, otherwise it would be possible to obtain premature solutions in

which the constraints are not properly incorporated (Silva et al., 2001a; Barboza et al.,

2017).

CONCLUSIONS

In solving the 2D DC-resistivity inversion problem, a PSO algorithm (or any other GOM)

offer high flexibility to modify the cost function, allowing the interpreter to change easily

either the data fitting criteria or the employed constraints. Equally important, the in-

terpretation mesh might be divided into partitions, where different constraints might be

combined. As a result, the interpreter has freedom to perform a quantitative interpretation

process based on a trial-and-error inversion approach, possibly combined with phases of
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trial-and-error foward modeling. In addition, from the stopping criteria of the PSO algo-

rithm results not only the best solution but also a cluster of suboptimal quasi-solutions

from which uncertainty analyses can be performed.

To obtain such flexibility, two technical improvements in the PSO algorithm are neces-

sary. The first one is normalizing each term of the cost function in order to allow robustness

of the algorithm to changes in the cost function terms. The second improvement is to modify

the sorting process of the starting particles of the PSO swarm to better deal with parameters

that can change easily over three orders of magnitude.

The main limitation of the presented inversion approach is computer time because each

cost function evaluation requires a foward modeling. So its application is still limited to

geophysical inverse problems where forward modeling is computationally inexpensive. For

example, the presented inversion approach can be nowadays extended to 2D/3D grav &

mag and 2D electromagnetic inverse problems but not to seismic inverse problems. Note

however that due to the constant advancement of computing power, this obstacle tends to

be increasingly smaller.
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APPENDIX A

Mathematical Expressions of the Constraints

In this appendix we present a summary of the mathematical expressions of the employed

constraints to stabilize the solutions of the inverse problems. A particular constraint Rp`

(equation 4) might be employed in the whole mesh or just in a partition Γp of the mesh

(Figure 1). In addition, in a certain partition Γp more than one constraint might be applied.

As a result, the Lagrange multipliers µp` (equation 4) and the normalization factors fp`

(equation 5) must be in general defined for each pair (p, `) of partition-constraint.

The denominators in the normalization factors fp` (equation 5) are chosen in order that

the product fp`Rp` be dimensionless and around 1. These normalizations are of great im-

portance because, after them, the task of assigning values to the Lagrange multipliers µp`

is facilitated because we may now consider these values as percentages. More importantly,

these normalizations promote robustness to the PSO algorithm (Barboza et al., 2017). We

verified with preliminary tests that values of µp` around 0.03 are sufficient to stabilize all

estimates when the constraints are normalized. The variances contained in the particular

definitions of fp` given below might be specified by the interpreter based on his/her expe-

rience or they can be estimated using preliminary gross inversion estimates. To obtain this

kind of estimates we run preliminary inversion tests using typically µp` around 0.01 and

fp` = 1. To allow reproduction of the inversion results, in Table 1 we list all values of µp`

and fp` that were used in the inversion examples.
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Spatial continuity constraint (SC-`1 and SC-`2)

This classical constraint (e.g. Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977; Constable et al., 1987) imposes

that the spatial variation of the physical property is minimized. We use the log-resistivity

(log ρi,j) as the physical property and we measure the discrepancy between a pair of neigh-

bouring values of the mesh with either the `1 or `2 norm (generically, `q norm). The `1 norm

favours more blockly structures (e.g. Loke et al., 2003; Sun and Li, 2014) allowing that pos-

sible localized regions of discrepancy in the resistivity might appear in the inversion results.

On the other hand, the `2 norm smears out the spatial variations so that blurred images

are obtained. The notation R1 and R2 (or SC-`1 and SC-`2) are used for the particular

cases of `1 and `2 norms, respectively.

The mathematical expression for Rq is

Rq =


∑

ij

Dx
ij +

∑

ij

Dz
ij


 . (6)

In the above equation
∑

ij

stands generically for the summation over all of pairs of neigh-

bouring cells contained in the partition Γp where the constraint is applied. In addition, Dx
ij

and Dz
ij are the norms of the first-order log-resistivity finite-differences in the directions x

and z (Figure 1), respectively, given in the `q norm by

Dx
ij =

( |log(ρi,j+1)− log(ρi,j)|
∆xj

)q
, (7)

Dz
ij =

( |log(ρi+1,j)− log(ρi,j)|
∆zi

)q
. (8)
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The normalization factor fq (equation 5) is given by

fq =
1

Nxz
p |σ2xz|q/2

, (9)

where Nxz
p is the number of pairs of neighbouring cells and σ2xz is the variance of the

discrepancies between pairs of adjacent log-resistivities, both quantities calculated in the

partition Γp.

A particular case of equation 6 is to restrain just the horizontal variation of the log-

resistivity, so that the constraint is given by

Rxq =
∑

ij

Dx
ij . (10)

The normalization factor is then equal to

fxq =
1

Nx
p |σ2x|q/2

, (11)

where Nx
p and σ2x are similar quantities to those ones defined in equation 9 but now using

just the direction x.

Total variation constraint (TV)

This constraint is defined as (Rudin et al., 1992):

RTV =
∑

ij

√(
Dx
ij

)2
+
(
Dz
ij

)2
, (12)
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where Dx
ij and Dz

ij are given in equations 7 and 8. The total variation is essentially the

`1 norm of the gradient (Portniaguine and Zhdanov, 1999). It minimizes the support of

the region where the gradient of the physical property may vary; thus it can be considered

alternatively as a sparsity constraint in the gradient of the physical property (Lustig et al.,

2007). As a result, it also favours more blockly structures in a similar way to the spatial

continuity constraint using the `1 norm.

The normalization factor fTV (equation 5) is given by

fTV =
1

Nxz
p |σ2xz|1/2

, (13)

where Nxz
p and σ2xz are the same quantitites defined for equation 9.

Sparsity constraint (DCT and DWT)

Inspired by the compressed sensing theory (Mallat, 2008; Donoho, 2006; Candès et al.,

2006), using the `1 norm in association with a basis transformation has received considerable

attention in geophysics (e.g. Loris et al., 2007; Jafarpour et al., 2009; Simons et al., 2011;

Charléty et al., 2013). Defining Np is the number of cells of the partition Γp and mp is the

Np-size vector containing just the elements of m located in Γp, the sparsity constraint has

the form

RB =
∥∥BTmp

∥∥
1

= ‖sp‖1 , (14)

where B is a matrix of basis transformation (Mallat, 2008). As a result, it is imposed that

sp have very few non-zero elements, being then a sparse representation of mp. To make

easier the basis transformations, B is selected as a wavelet basis so that BT = B−1. We use
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two cases of wavelet basis: the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and the Daubechies bases

of order 4 (Mallat, 2008), whose associated constraints are named as RDCT and RDWT ,

respectively.

The normalization factor fB (equation 5) is given by

fB =
1

NB|σ2B|1/2
, (15)

where NB is the typical number of non-zero elements of sp and σ2B is an estimate of the

variance of these non-zero elements.

Minimum moment of inertia constraint (MMI)

This ingenious constraint was proposed by Guillen and Menichetti (1984) to express into

mathematical terms the idea that an anomalous density distribution is concentrated around

an axis. The constraint is to minimize the minimum moment of inertia of the anomalous

mass in relation to the given axis. This constraint has been generalized to other physical

properties, as for example, to magnetic susceptibility, already in the original paper of Guillen

and Menichetti (1984), and to slowness by Ajo-Franklin et al. (2007). We apply it here in

two cases. In the first case, there is an anomalous concentration of conductive material

around an axis and surrounded by a medium of higher resistivity. In the second case the

contrary occurs. Thus, conductive and resistive materials are respectively concentrated in

the first and second cases. The vector of physical property is then generically denoted is g.

We stress that for this constraint we use resistivity (or conductivity) and not log-resistivity.

Given a target axis to the physical property distribution with mass center at the point

(z, x) = (β, α) and dip angle equal to θ, the minimum moment of inertia constraint RM is
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defined (Guillen and Menichetti, 1984) as:

RM =
∥∥∥W1/2gp

∥∥∥
2

2
, (16)

where gp is the Np-size vector containing just the elements of g located in Γp and the

diagonal weight matrix W has elements given by

wk =
∆xk∆zk

(
γ2k + d2k

)

|gk|+ δ
. (17)

In the above equation k refers to the cells contained in the partition Γp where the constraint

is applied. In addition, d2k given by

d2k = (xk − α)2 sin2 θ + (zk − β)2 cos2 θ − (xk − α)(zk − β) sin2 θ (18)

is the square distance from the center of the k-th cell to the axis, and γ2k given by

γ2k =
1

4

(
∆z2k

3
cos2 θ − ∆xk∆zk

4
sin2 θ +

∆x2k
3

sin2 θ

)
(19)

is a quantity depending on the cell shape, in this case assumed to be a rectangle. Finally,

δ in equation 17 is a small number whose role is just to avoid a singularity in the case gk

approaches to zero. In the version we implement the axis dip θ is a priori fixed but the

mass center position (β, α) is updated along the optimization process. By this way we try

to conform to the most common case where the target axis dip is known from geological

information but its position is unknown.
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The normalization factor fM (equation 5) is given by

fM =
1

Npσ2RM

, (20)

where Np is the number of cells contained in the partition Γp and σ2RM
is an estimate of

the variance of RM (equation 16).

A particular case of equation 16 is to use the Earth surface as the target axis (Barbosa

et al., 1999). In this case d2k = z2k and γ2k = ∆z2k/12.
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APPENDIX B

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

PSO simulates the social behavior of a swarm of individuals of the same species, like birds,

in the search for food (Kennedy et al., 2001). The key idea is that while searching for food,

the particles (birds) are either scattered or go together, but always sharing all information;

eventually when a very good place is found by any of the particles, the entire swarm flocks

to this place.

The swarm is formed by NS particles. We use NS ≈ 5Npar, where Npar = NxNz is

the number of cells in the interpretation mesh (Figure 1). Each particle n of the swarm

may occupy different positions mτ
n of the search space Ω at the time (iteration) τ . mτ

n are

then trial solutions to the cost function L (equation 2), being the initial positions randomly

chosen in Ω.

Commonly the initial positions of the particles are sorted accordingly to a uniform

probability density function (pdf) (Figure 18). We followed this approach in Barboza et al.

(2017) for the 1.5D DC-resistity inverse problem, where the parameters to be estimated are

resistivity and thickness values of a layer-cake model. However, the 2D DC-resistivity inverse

problem treated here falls into the category of high-dimensional search space optimization,

where the use of an uniform pdf may result in poor performances for PSO (Helwig and

Wanka, 2007). Now choosing bounds for the cell resistivities is not a simple task because

these values might easily vary over three orders of magnitude. Indeed we verified that using

an uniform pdf to randomly sort resistivity values has led to a very slow convergence because

the sorted starting values, for most of the cells, are too far from the expected values. To

overcome this situation we perform two modifications: the first is sorting directly in the
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log-scale, that is, sorting log-resistivity values (and not resistivity values), and the second

modification is to use a triangular pdf instead of an uniform one (Figure 18). After several

inversion tests, we select the following pdf ϕ(r) (where r is log-resistivity):

ϕ(r) =





2(r − a)

(b− a)(c− a)
for a ≤ r ≤ c

2(b− r)
(b− a)(b− c) for c ≤ r ≤ b

0 for any other case

(21)

where a, b, and c are the minimum, maximum, and most probable values for the log-

resistivity of each cell contained in the partition Γp (Figure 18). Note that a, b, and c might

be function of position x and depth z. To estimate these parameters we use two different

approaches. The first one is used for the initial phases of the quantitative interpretation

process (as, for example, for the estimates results shown in Figures 14a to 14e), when the

interpreter has not yet conceived a target model to the inversion results. In this case, a, b,

and c are obtained using just the soundings: a single pair of values a and b is chosen for

the whole mesh so that the defined interval is large enough to contain all possible values

for the cell resistivities; in addition, c is estimated using a gross empirical rule relating

electrode spacing with investigation depth (we use z = AB/2 for the Schlumberger array)

and c(zi, xj) is obtained by interpolating the log-apparent resistivity values in the mesh.

On the other hand, the second approach is used for the final phases of the quantitative

interpretation process, when the interpreter has already conceived a target model to the

inversion results. In this case, c(zi, xj) is composed with the estimated values obtained

in one of the initial inversion results; for example, the inversion results shown in Figure

16d compose the c(zi, xj) values for the estimates shown in Figure 16h. In addition, we

define a(zi, xj) = 0.3c(zi, xj) and b(zi, xj) = 1.5c(zi, xj) so that all pdf parameters are now
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function of x and z.

Once the initial positions of the swarm particles has been sorted, the optimization

process is started. At iteration τ the positions mτ
n of all particles n (n = 1, ..., NS) are

updated using the equation

mτ
n = mτ−1

n + vτn , (22)

where the step vτn results from a compromise of three trends: the previous step vτ−1n (v0n = 0),

the best position already occupied by the particle itself mB
n , and the best position already

occupied by a particle of the swarm mBB, accordingly to the equation

vτn = ω.vτ−1n + c1.r1(m
B
n −mτ−1

n ) + c2.r2(m
BB −mτ−1

n ) . (23)

In the above equation, ω, c1 and c2 are the control parameters named as inertia weight,

cognitive parameter, and social parameter, respectively. Good convergence of the solutions

were obtained by using ω = 0.73 and c1 = c2 = 1.50, which are values compatible with those

ones reported in the literature (e.g. Clerc and Kennedy, 2002; Trelea, 2003; Fernández-

Mart́ınez and Garćıa-Gonzalo, 2008). On the other hand, r1 and r2 (equation 23) are

pseudorandom numbers uniformly distributed in the range 0 to 1 (Haupt and Haupt, 2004).

The iterations continue until stopping criteria are attained, when the global minimum is

associated with the resulting best position mBB (Kennedy et al., 2001).

The employed stopping criteria are the same defined in Barboza et al. (2017). For

completeness they are below reproduced just adapting the nomenclature to the inverse

problem treated here. We refer as stage for one complete sweep of the swarm. A Cauchy

type convergence criterion (e.g. Bartle, 1964) is used to each parcel of the cost function L
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(equation 2), that is, we impose isolated convergence criteria for Φa (equation 3) and for

each one of the employed constraints Rp` (equation 4). Testing individually the convergence

of each parcel of L ensures not only that the observations are fitted but also that each

constraint is effectively incorporated (Silva et al., 2001a). Designating Φa or Rp` generically

by G, convergence is assumed when, for NC consecutive times, the relative variation of G

in two successive stages (s− 1 and s) is stagnated below a threshold δG, that is:

χGs =

∥∥∥∥∥
G(mBB

s )−G(mBB
s−1)

G(mBB
s )

∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ δG , for NC consecutive times, (24)

where mBB
s and mBB

s−1 are the best solutions in stages s and s − 1, respectively. We use

NC = 200 and a stagnation threshold equal to 10−6 for all cost function terms. Note that

using a single threshold for all terms is only possible because of the normalizations imposed

in equation 3, for the misfit term, and of the normalization factors defined in equation 9

and similar ones.

As examples, Figures 19 and 20 show evolution curves of the cost function and its parcel

for the Karst 1 and Field 1 cases, respectively. From the joint analysis of these figures, we

stress the following facts: a) convergence curves for both field and synthetic data present

the same behavior, b) the normalization approach performed quite well in all cases, a good

evidence of this affirmation being the fact that evolution curves of very different constraints

can be plotted together using the same scale, c) for a particular inversion example, conver-

gence criteria are attained at different stages for different constraints, d) for a particular

constraint set, convergence criteria are attained at different stages for different inversion

examples, and e) even for a fixed pair of inversion example - constraint set, convergence

criteria are attained at different stages for the misfit and constraint parcels of the cost
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function. Jointly the last three facts justify the use of isolated convergence criteria for each

parcel of the cost function (Silva et al., 2001a).

At the end of the convergence process, the interpreter has not only the best solution

but also a set of suboptimal quasi-solutions, which can be used to perform an uncertainty

analysis (e.g. Alvarez et al., 2008; Fernández-Mart́ınez et al., 2014; Pallero et al., 2015).

The best solution and the set of quasi-solutions compose a cluster from which the variability

of the solution can be estimated using, for example, simple statistics as mean and standard

deviation of the model parameters, as we show in Figures 7a, 9a, and 11a for synthetic data

and in Figures 15a and 17a for field data. Due to the convergence criteria (equation 24),

we obtain clusters with 201 points.
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LIST OF FIGURES

Figure 1. Scheme of the mesh covering the subsurface interpretation region Γ used

for the 2D DC-resistivity modeling and inversion problems. The mesh has Nx by Nz cells

along distance x and depth z, respectively. The mesh size ∆xj along x is uniform but the

mesh size ∆zi along z tipically increases with depth. Any cell might be identified by the

pair (i, j) (i = 1, 2, ..., Nz; j = 1, 2, ..., Nx) or by the cell counting number k = i+ (j − 1)Nz

(k = 1, 2, ..., NxNz). The interpretation region Γ might be divided into P non-overllaping

partitions Γp (p = 1, 2, ..., P ) (in the figure P = 3), where different constraints for the

inverse problem might be employed.

Figure 2. Photograph of a cliff in a limestone quarry (Jandáıra Formation, Potiguar

basin, Brazil) exposing karst structures. Zooms of the cliff walls (A and B) exhibit dissolu-

tion voids along horizontal bedding, which might be filled with unconsolidated sediments.

Subvertical fractures might conect horizontal dissolution voids as in zoom A. Photograph

source: Xavier Neto (2006).

Figure 3. Synthetic data - Karst 1: a) Subsurface resistivity distribution. b) Modeled

Schlumberger soundings (21 curves); the soundings are equally spaced (20 m apart) being

the first and last centers located at positions 0 m and 400 m, respectively. (c) Apparent

resistivity section. The water table (not shown) is assumed to be very shallow so that all

karst structures in (a) are conductive in relation to the unaltered rock.

Figure 4. Synthetic data - Karst 2: a) Subsurface resistivity distribution. b) Modeled

Schlumberger soundings (21 curves); the soundings are equally spaced (20 m apart) being

the first and last centers located at positions 0 m and 400 m, respectively. (c) Apparent

resistivity section. The water table in (a) is 15 m deep, so that the karst structures re-

spectively above and beneath the water table are conductive and resistive in relation to the
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unaltered rock. Note that the resistivity of the unaltered rock also varies according to its

position in relation to the water table.

Figure 5. Synthetic data - Dike: a) Subsurface resistivity distribution. b) Modeled

Schlumberger soundings (21 curves); the soundings are equally spaced (20 m apart) being

the first and last centers located at positions 0 m and 400 m, respectively. (c) Apparent

resistivity section.

Figure 6. Synthetic data - Karst 1: Estimates obtained with SC-`1 (a), SC-`2 (b), TV

(c), DCT (d), and DWT (e) constraints. From (a) to (e) each constraint is applied in the

whole mesh. A partition is defined for the mesh (f), being the starting axes A, B, and C

inferred from (d) and (e). Finally, (g) and (h) show estimates using respectively DCT and

DWT constraints on the whole mesh, except in Γ1, besides MMI in Γ2 to Γ7 to concentrate

conductive material, accordingly to the axes contained in each partition. In Γ1 (soil) no

constraint is applied.

Figure 7. Synthetic data - Karst 1: (a) confidence interval (mean ± one standard

deviation) for the log-resistivity estimates of the mesh cells. To obtain this figure, each

quasi-solution for the log-resistivity of a cell (resulting from stopping criteria of the PSO

algorithm) is expressed as percentage discrepancy in relation to the respective best PSO so-

lution and all statistics are grouped as a single pair of mean percentage discrepancy and its

associated standard deviation. (b) Cumulative distribution for the percentage discrepancy

between modeled and observed apparent resistivity data. Correspondence of constraint and

figure number showing the estimates: R1 (6a), R2 (6b), RTV (6c), RDCT (6d), RDWT (6e),

RM +RDCT (6g), and RM +RDWT (6h).

Figure 8. Synthetic data - Karst 2: Estimates obtained with SC-`1 (a), SC-`2 (b),

TV (c), DCT (d), and DWT (e) constraints. From (a) to (e) each constraint is applied in
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the whole mesh. A partition is defined for the mesh (f), being the starting axes A and B

inferred from (d) and (e). Finally, (g) and (h) show estimates using respectively DCT and

DWT constraints on the whole mesh, besides MMI in Γ1 and Γ2 to concentrate resistive

and conductive materials around axes A and B, respectively.

Figure 9. Synthetic data - Karst 2: (a) confidence interval (mean ± one standard de-

viation) for the log-resistivity estimates of the mesh cells, obtained in the same manner as

in Figure 7a. (b) Cumulative distribution for the percentage discrepancy between modeled

and observed apparent resistivity data. Correspondence of constraint and figure number

showing the estimates: R1 (8a), R2 (8b), RTV (8c), RDCT (8d), RDWT (8e), RM +RDCT

(8g), and RM +RDWT (8h).

Figure 10. Synthetic data - Dike: Estimates obtained with SC-`1 (a), TV (b), DCT

(c), and DWT (d) constraints. From (d) a starting dipping axis A is proposed resulting in

the estimates shown in (e) using MMI to concentrate conductive material around axis A.

From (a) to (e) each constraint is applied in the whole mesh. From (e) a refinement to the

starting axis is proposed, besides a partition for the mesh (f). Finally, (g) and (h) show

estimates using respectively SC-`1 (just in x direction) and DCT constraints on the whole

mesh, except in Γ1, besides MMI in Γ3 to concentrate conductive material around axis B.

In Γ1 (soil) no constraint is applied.

Figure 11. Synthetic data - Dike: (a) confidence interval (mean ± one standard de-

viation) for the log-resistivity estimates of the mesh cells, obtained in the same manner as

in Figure 7a. (b) Cumulative distribution for the percentage discrepancy between modeled

and observed apparent resistivity data. Correspondence of constraint and figure number

showing the estimates: R1 (10a), RTV (10b), RDCT (10c), RDWT (10d), RM (10e), RM+Rx1

(10g), and RM +RDCT (8h).
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Figure 12. Field 1 case: a) Schlumberger soundings (21 curves); the soundings are

equally spaced (20 m apart) being the first and last centers located at positions 0 m and

400 m, respectively. (c) Apparent resistivity section.

Figure 13. Field 2 case: a) Schlumberger soundings (21 curves); the soundings are

equally spaced (20 m apart) being the first and last centers located at positions 0 m and

400 m, respectively. (c) Apparent resistivity section.

Figure 14. Field 1 case: Estimates obtained with SC-`1 (a), SC-`2 (b), TV (c), DCT

(d), and DWT (e) constraints. Two constraints are used in (f): SC-`1 (just in x direction)

and MMI concentrating conductive material around the Earth surface. From (a) to (f)

each constraint is applied in the whole mesh. From (d) two starting subvertical axes are

proposed to investigate how deep might be the fracture zone, besides a partition for the

mesh (g). Finally, (h) shows estimates using DCT constraints on the whole mesh, besides

MMI in Γ2 and Γ3 to concentrate conductive material, accordingly to the axis contained in

each partition.

Figure 15. Field 1 case: (a) confidence interval (mean ± one standard deviation) for

the log-resistivity estimates of the mesh cells, obtained in the same manner as in Figure 7a.

(b) Cumulative distribution for the percentage discrepancy between modeled and observed

apparent resistivity data. Correspondence of constraint and figure number showing the

estimates: R1 (14a), R2 (14b), RTV (14c), RDCT (14d), RDWT (14e), RM (14e), RM +Rx1

(14f), and RM +RDCT (14h).

Figure 16. Field 2 case: Estimates obtained with SC-`1 (a), SC-`2 (b), TV (c), DCT

(d), and DWT (e) constraints. From (a) to (e) each constraint is applied in the whole mesh.

A partition is defined for the mesh (f), being the starting axes A and B inferred from (d)

and (e). Finally, (g) and (h) show estimates using respectively DCT and DWT constraints
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on the whole mesh, besides MMI in Γ1, Γ2, Γ3, and Γ5 to concentrate conductive materials,

accordingly to the axes contained in each partition.

Figure 17. Field 2 case: (a) confidence interval (mean ± one standard deviation) for

the log-resistivity estimates of the mesh cells, obtained in the same manner as in Figure 7a.

(b) Cumulative distribution for the percentage discrepancy between modeled and observed

apparent resistivity data. Correspondence of constraint and figure number showing the es-

timates: R1 (16a), R2 (16b), RTV (16c), RDCT (16d), RDWT (16e), RM +RDCT (16g), and

RM +RDWT (16h).

Figure 18. Uniform (thin line) and triangular (heavy line) forms for the probability

density function (pdf) employed to sort the initial positions of the particles composing the

swarm in the PSO algorithm. Parameters a, b, and c are the minimum, maximum, and most

probable values for the log-resistivity of each cell k contained in the partition Γp (Figure

1). Equation 21 define the triangular pdf.

Figure 19. Synthetic data - Karst 1: Evolution of the cost function value (a) (equation

2) and its parcel associated with data fitting (b) (equation 3) and constraints (c) (equation

6 and similar ones in Appendix A) of the momentaneously best solution along the stages of

the PSO algorithm. Correspondence of constraint and figure number showing the estimates:

R1 (6a), R2 (6b), RTV (6c), RDCT (6d), RDWT (6e), RM +RDCT (6g), and RM +RDWT

(6h).

Figure 20. Field 1 case: Evolution of the cost function value (a) (equation 2) and

its parcel associated with data fitting (b) (equation 3) and constraints (c) (equation 6 and

similar ones in Appendix A) of the momentaneously best solution along the stages of the

PSO algorithm. Correspondence of constraint and figure number showing the estimates:

R1 (14a), R2 (14b), RTV (14c), RDCT (14d), RDWT (14e), RM (14e), RM +Rx1 (14g), and
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RM +RDCT (14h).
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LIST OF TABLES

Table 1. Values of the Lagrange multipliers µ and normalization factors f employed in

all inversion examples. Each constraint R is identified by its main equation of definition.

In addition, each pair of inversion example - constraint set is identified by the figure label

showing the inversion results. To specify precisely the MMI constraints, we add to both

µ and f an index identifying the target axis as, for example, µMA
and fMA

for the MMI

constraint around axis A in the inversion example shown in Figure 6g.
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Model Karst 1 Karst 2 Dike Field 1 Field 2

R1 (eq. 6)
Figure 6a
µ1 = 0.05
f1 = 3.0

Figure 8a
µ1 = 0.04
f1 = 2.3

Figure 10a
µ1 = 0.02
f1 = 6.7

Figure 14a
µ1 = 0.05
f1 = 1.5

Figure 16a
µ1 = 0.07
f1 = 3.2

R2 (eq. 6)
Figure 6b
µ2 = 0.05
f2 = 6.5

Figure 8b
µ2 = 0.01
f2 = 5.9

Figure 14b
µ2 = 0.05
f2 = 47.4

Figure 16b
µ2 = 0.05
f2 = 35.6

RTV (eq. 12)
Figure 6c
µTV = 0.04
fTV = 9.8

Figure 8c
µTV = 0.01
fTV = 5.9

Figure 10b
µTV = 0.04
fTV = 1.76

Figure 14c
µTV = 0.03
fTV = 67.9

Figure 16c
µTV = 0.04
fTV = 45.3

RDCT (eq. 14)
Figure 6d
µDCT = 0.01
fDCT = 320.0

Figure 8d
µDCT = 0.02
fDCT = 86.7

Figure 10c
µDCT = 0.01
fDCT = 111.3

Figure 14d
µDCT = 0.06
fDCT = 56.7

Figure 16d
µDCT = 0.01
fDCT = 76.9

RDWT (eq. 14)
Figure 6e
µDWT = 0.01
fDWT = 145.0

Figure 8e
µDWT = 0.03
fDWT = 7.9

Figure 10d
µDWT = 0.04
fDWT = 27.1

Figure 14e
µDWT = 0.01
fDWT = 67.1

Figure 16e
µDWT = 0.01
fDWT = 89.1

RDCT +RM
(eqs 14 and 16)

Figure 6g
µDCT = 0.01
fDCT = 247.0
µMA

= 0.01
fMA

= 1980.0
µMB

= 0.01
fMB

= 2450.0
µMC

= 0.01
fMC

= 878.0

Figure 8g
µDCT = 0.01
fDCT = 34.6
µMA

= 0.01
fMA

= 145.2
µMB

= 0.02
fMB

= 816.3

Figure 10h
µDCT = 0.03
fDCT = 125.6
µMB

= 0.01
fMB

= 516.7

Figure 14h
µDCT = 0.01
fDCT = 40.0
µMA

= 0.03
fMA

= 234.1
µMB

= 0.01
fMB

= 567.8

Figure 16g
µDCT = 0.01
fDCT = 64.7
µMA

= 0.03
fMA

= 789.4
µMB

= 0.02
fMB

= 548.2

RDWT +RM
(eqs 14 and 16)

Figure 6h
µDWT = 0.03
fDWT = 147.0
µMA

= 0.02
fMA

= 1480.0
µMB

= 0.01
fMB

= 1750.0
µMC

= 0.01
fMC

= 1678.2

Figure 8h
µDWT = 0.01
fDWT = 45.7
µMA

= 0.03
fMA

= 417.8
µMB

= 0.01
fMB

= 123.5

Figure 16h
µDWT = 0.05
fDWT = 80.1
µMA

= 0.02
fMA

= 916.2
µMB

= 0.03
fMB

= 816.5

RM (eq. 16)
Figure 10e
µMA

= 0.06
fMA

= 23050

Rx1 +RM
(eqs 10 and 16)

Figure 10g
µx1 = 0.01
fx1 = 23.6
µMB

= 0.05
fMB

= 348.9

Figure 14f
µx1 = 0.03
fx1 = 473.6
µM = 0.01
fM = 12547.1

Table 1
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Capítulo 4

Considerações Finais

Para usar GOMs para resolver problemas inversos com flexibilidade na incorporação
de vínculos, o método escolhido deve ser robusto para mudanças na função de custo e ser
relativamente computacionalmente eficiente. Comparamos os desempenhos dos GOMs
mais usados na geofísica aplicada (SA, GA e PSO) para resolver o problema inverso da
resistividade DC 1.5D usando dados sintéticos e de campo. Como conclusão geral, o PSO
e o GA são muito robustos para mudanças na função de custo e mais computacionalmente
eficientes em comparação com a SA. O uso de funcionais normalizados é de importância
fundamental para promover a robustez. Além disso, a convergência exige não apenas a
adequação de dados, mas também de cada termo do vínculo da função de custo. Critério
esse de fundamental importância para estabilizar as soluções.

Um importante subproduto dos GOMs é o conjunto de quasi-soluções a partir dos
quais a região de confiança em torno da melhor solução pode ser estimada, permitindo
assim ao intérprete avaliar a eficácia das restrições usadas na estabilização das soluções.

Finalmente, enfatizamos que, usando um exemplo simples de inversão de resistividade
DC como exemplo, estamos tentando finalmente dar um passo em frente na direção de
fornecer aos profissionais na geofísica um ambiente de inversão que permita uma alta
flexibilidade no teste de diferentes restrições nos parâmetros do modelo como uma forma
de enfrentar casos geológicos complexos, de forma semelhante, ele utilizou a abordagem
de interpretação de teste e erro com base em códigos de modelagem flexíveis.

A interpretação torna-se mais legível para geofísicos usando considerações geológicas
tanto quanto possível. Além disso, é importante notar que todas as diferentes abordagens
fornecem soluções aceitáveis que se ajustam aos dados. Portanto, pode-se pensar que
os métodos atuais devem ser usados tanto como ferramentas para evitar a instabilidade
matemática devido a incertezas de dados como maneiras específicas de gerenciar a não
unicidade (devido a modelos equivalentes).

Ao resolver o problema de inversão de resistividade DC 2D, um algoritmo PSO (ou
qualquer outro GOM) oferece alta flexibilidade para modificar a função de custo, permi-
tindo que o intérprete mude facilmente os critérios de ajuste de dados ou as restrições
empregadas. Igualmente importante, a malha de interpretação pode ser dividida em par-
tições, onde diferentes restrições podem ser combinadas. Como resultado, o intérprete
tem liberdade para executar um processo de interpretação quantitativa com base em uma
abordagem de inversão de julgamento e erro, possivelmente combinada com fases de mo-
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delagem de tentativa e erro. Além disso, a partir do critério de parada do algoritmo PSO
resulta não apenas a melhor solução, mas também um conjunto de quase-soluções subóp-
timas das quais as análises de incerteza podem ser realizadas.

Para obter essa flexibilidade, foi necessário que fizessemos duas melhorias técnicas
no algoritmo PSO. A primeira foi normalizar cada termo da função de custo para permitir
a robustez do algoritmo às mudanças nos termos da função de custo. A segunda melhoria
foi modificar o processo de inicialização inicial das partículas do enxame do PSO para
melhor lidar com parâmetros que podem mudar facilmente em três ordens de grandeza.

A principal limitação da abordagem de inversão apresentada é o tempo computacional
porque cada avaliação da função de custo requer uma modelagem avançada. Portanto, sua
aplicação ainda está limitada a problemas inversos geofísicos onde a modelagem direta é
computacionalmente barata. Por exemplo, a abordagem de inversão apresentada pode ser
atualmente estendida a grav 2D / 3D e mag 2D de problemas eletromagnéticos inversos,
mas não em problemas inversos sísmicos. Note, no entanto, que devido ao constante
avanço do poder de computação, esse obstáculo tende a ser cada vez mais pequeno.

Para trabalhos futuros sugerimos:
a) Utilização de algoritmos paralelizados;
b) Utilização de algoritmos politopos;
c) Ultilização de outros vínculos de esparsidade de base curvelet ou base Ridgelet.
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Apêndice A
Modelagem em eletrorresistividade

Este apêndice apresenta o embasamento teórico deste trabalho referente às modela-
gem em eltrorresistividade.

Modelagem em eletrorresistividade 1D
Métodos DC ou métodos de eletrorresistividade envolve injeção de corrente elétrica

na terra por um sistema de eletrodo de corrente e medidas de potencial elétrico com ele-
trodo receptores. Na prática é tecnicamente mais conveniente o uso de baixa frequência
( abaixo de 10 Hz), que propaga dentro da terra praticamente como corrente direta. Le-
vantamentos DC são usados para determinar a resistividade de formaçãoes rochosas.

Resistividade é parâmetro físico muito importante que fornece informação sobre o
conteúdo mineral e estrutura física das rochas e também sobre fluídos em rochas. Em
levantamentos DC os eletrodos de corrente e de potencial são usados para mapear a
distribuição espacial da formação de rocha. A principal limitação do método resistivo é
que correntes diretas não podem penetrar através de formações resistivas.

Em levantamentos DC são fornecidos dados de resistividade aparente e uma estimativa
dos seus erros.

O problema do cáculo da resistividade aparente para um modelo de terra estratificada
plana paralela para o arranjo de eletrodos Schlumberger é dado por Stefanesco (1930).

V =
ρI
2π


1

r
+2

∞∫
0

θ(λ,k,h)J0 (λr)dλ


 , (1)

ρas = ρ1


1+2r2

∞∫
0

θ(λ,k,h)J1 (λr)dλ


 , (2)

onde I é a corrente injetada na terra, 2r é o espaçamento do eletrodo de corrente AB, V é

o eletrodo de potencial em r =
(

AB
2

)
, ρas é a resistividade aparente Schlumberger, ρ1 é a

resistividade da camada do topo, J0e J1 são funções de Bessel de ordem zero e 1a ordem ,
respectivamente, θ(λ,k,h) é a função Kernel de Stefanesco , λ é a variável de integração,
k é o coeficiente de reflexão de resistividade e h é a espessura da camada.
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O kernel Slichter é definido Koefoed (1979) por

K(λ,k,h) = [1+2θ(λ,k,h)] (3)

.
A transformada de resistividade indicada por T (A,k,h) é definida (Koefoed, 1979) por

T (λ,k,h) = ρ1K(λ,k,h) (4)

Tem a dimensão física da resistividade e é uma função dos parâmetros da camada e
A que tem a dimensão do recíproco de comprimento. Está relacionado à ressistividade
aparente através da transformada de Hankel inversa da equação (2) como

T (λ,k,h) =
∫

∞

0

ρas

λ
J1(λr)dr (5)

A relação de recorrência de Pekeris pode ser expressa pela função transformada de
resistividade (Koefoed, 1979)

Ti =
[Ti+1 +ρi tanh(λhi)][

1+Ti+1
tanh(λhi)

ρi

] (6)

O problema de resistividade direta usa o método do filtro linear introduzido por Ghosh
(1971, 1970). O procedimento é realizado em duas etapas. O primeiro passo é calcular os
valores de amostra da transformação de resistividade a partir dos parâmetros da camada.
Isto é realizado pela aplicação da relação de recorrência de Pekeris [equação (6) ]. Na
segunda fase, os valores de amostra da resistividade aparente são determinados a partir
daquela da transformação de resistividade pela aplicação de um filtro linear. A equação
que define esta operação é dada como

ρas(x0) = ∑
j

f jT (y0− j∆y) (7)

onde x0 é a abscissa do ponto da função de saída (a resistividade aparente), e y0 é a
abscissa do primeiro ponto da função de entrada (a transformada de resistividade) com o
valor de abscissa ≥ x0 e f j são os coeficientes de filtro.

Modelagem em eletrorresistividade 2D
Nesta sessão será apresentado o cálculo do potencial elétrico 2D pela formulação

desenvolvida por Dey and Morrison (1979) utilizando diferenças finitas. Neste caso
trabalha-se com a distribuição da propriedade física da resistividade elétrica (ou o in-
verso, a condutividade elétrica) num semi-plano. Para a discretização é necessário definir
uma malha (grid), que é um conjunto finito de pontos no domínio definido (semi-plano).
Esses pontos são chamados de nós.

O campo potencial 3-D devido a uma corrente de entrada conhecida está relacionado
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à estrutura de condutividade, para condições de contorno apropriadas, conforme descrito
na seguinte equação:

−∇(σ(x,y,z)∇φ(x,y,z) = Iδ(r− r+)δ(r− r−) (8)

onde φé o campo potencial, I é a corrente de entrada de um dipolo e s é a estrutura de
condutividade do meio. Aqui, r+ er− são as localizações das fontes de corrente positiva e
negativa, respectivamente, e δ(r−− r+) é a função delta de dirac, centrada na localização
da fonte atual. Se assumirmos (∂/∂y)σ(x,y,z) = 0, a Eq. (8) pode ser reescrita como

−∇(σ(x,z)∇φ(x,y,z) = Iδ(r− r+)δ(r− r−) (9)

Dey and Morrison (1979) demonstraram que a Eq. (9) podem ser resolvidos eficien-
temente no domínio de Fourier. As transformadas inversa e direta de Fourier do cosseno
são definidas, respectivamente, da seguinte forma:

f̃ (x,y,z) =
∫

∞

0
f (x,y,z)cos(kyy)dky (10)

e

f (x,y,z) =
∫

∞

0
f̃ (x,y,z)cos(kyy)dky, (11)

Onde ky é o número de onda. Aplicando a transformada direta de Fourier do cosseno para
a Eq. (9) obtemos uma solução para o potencial 2D transformado.

∇(σ(x,z)∇φ̃(x,ky,z))− k2
yσ(x,z)φ̃(x,ky,z) =−

1
2

δ(r− r+)δ(r− r−) (12)

Onde φ̃ é o potencial de Fourier e ky é o número de onda e ρ(x,z) = 1/σ(x.z), onde ρ(x,z)
e σ(x.z) são a resistividade e a condutividade respectivamente.

Para obter um campo de resistividade aparente (ρa) do perfil de resistividade 2D dos
elétrodos na superfície da Terra a partir de uma estrutura de resistividade conhecida. Usa-
mos soluções de diferenças finitas da equação de Poisson para vários número de ondas ky
(12) (e.g Dey and Morrison, 1979, Madden, 1971, Mufti, 1976).

Depois de discretizar a Terra em um número finito de elementos ou um sistema de
malha e manipular as condições de fronteira apropriadas, chegamos à seguinte equação
do sistema linear Dey and Morrison (1979):

[K][φ] = [s] (13)

onde [φ] é o vetor coluna de potencial desconhecido em cada nó, [K] é a matriz de capaci-
tância e [s] é o vetor de origem. A matriz [K] é simétrica, esparsa, bandada e tridiagonal.

Na formulação matricial as equações de diferenças aplicadas a todos os nós (i, j), i =
1,2, ...N e j = 1,2, ...M, podem ser resolvidos simultaneamente com a solução do sistema
linear (13) . A matriz que carrega as informações da geometria da malha e da distribuição
de condutividade é chamada de matriz resistência ou capacitância [K]. A matriz K é uma
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matriz MN ×MN e é uma função da geometria e da distribuição da condutividade na
malha (σi, j).

Usamos uma malha retangular irregular e uma condição de fronteira mista Dey and
Morrison (1979). A equação do sistema (13) é resolvida pelo método de decomposição
de Cholesky Dey and Morrison (1979). Usando esse algoritmo, podemos minimizar os
requisitos de memória e reduzir o tempo de computação.

A modelagem DC 2D tem como objetivo obter as soluções numéricas para a equação
(12) sujeita a condições de contorno apropriadas. As condições de contorno são:
1. O potencial φ(x,y,z) deve ser contínuo através de cada fronteira da distribuição de
condutividade σ(x,z) e

2. A componente normal J̄(≡ ∂φ

η
) deve ser também contínua através de cada fronteira.

Tais condições de contorno são formuladas via diferenças finitas para os nós localiza-
dos na superfície e para as bordas esquerda, direita e inferior. As equações de diferenças
para esses nós, com as condições fronteira mistas, com base no comportamento assintó-
tico de potenciais podem ser encontradas em Dey and Morrison (1979).

A solução de φ̃(x,ky,z) é obtida derivando a equação (12), pela discretização adequada
do espaço (x,ky,z) sobre o qual o problema deve ser resolvido.

O código de modelagem DC 2D usado neste trabalho encontra-se em Medeiros (1987).



Apêndice B
Pseudo-códigos do SA, GA e PSO

Pseudo code of the SA algorithm

Input:
Geophysical: dobs, Ω, µρ, µh, p, q, r.
Control parameters: size of epoch L, initial temperature T0, cooling factor α,
maximum number of iterations (ni), convergence threshold δ.
Output: best solution X∗

1 Generate starting solution Xi
2 X∗← Xi
3 T ← T0
4 while termination condition not reached do
5 for l=1:L do
6 Compute Xu ∈ N(X∗) (a neighborhood of the current solution) using

Xu = X∗+
√

T · randn(size(X∗)) · X∗

‖X∗‖
7 Compute ∆ = [F(Xu)−F(X∗)] and generate υ (a uniform random variable)
8 if (∆ < 0) or exp−∆/T > υ then
9 X∗← Xu

10 end
11 end
12 Reduce T
13 end
Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of the SA algorithm, adapted from Park and Kim (1998)
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Pseudo code of the Genetic algorithm

Input:
Geophysical : dobs , µ1 , µ2 , search space, type of `p norm.
Control parameters: population size (ps), crossorver rate (pc), mutation rate (pm)
number of iterations (ni), convergence threshold (δ).
Output: best solution X

1 Pop := a population of n randomly-generated individuals;
2 while Termination condition not reached do
3 for i=1: (ni) do
4 number of crossover nc = (ps/2)
5 for j = 1 : nc do
6 randomly select two solutions XA e XB from Pop using roulette wheel;
7 gerate XC and XD by uniform crossover to XA and XB ;
8 save XC and XD to Pop1 ;
9 end

10 for j=1: nc do
11 select a soluction X j from Pop1 ;
12 mutate each bit of X j under the rate pm and gerate a new solution X

′
j;

13 update X j with X
′
j in Pop1 ;

14 end
15 update Pop = Pop1 ;
16 end
17 return the best solution X in Pop
18 end
Algorithm 2: Pseudo code of the Genetic algorithm, adapted from Goldberg (1989)
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Pseudo code of the PSO algorithm

Input:
Geophysical : dobs , µ1 , µ2 , search space, type of `p norm.
Control parameters: population size (ps), inertia factor (ω), cognitive attraction (c1);
social attraction (c2), number of iterations (ni), convergence threshold (δ).
Output: : best solution X

1 Generate random population P of particles with random values positions and velocities
2 Evaluate fitness F(X) for each particle in P.
3 foreach particle Xi in P do
4 F i

pbest = F(Xi) and XB
i = Xi

5 end
6 XBB = bestXi in P
7 k=1
8 while Termination condition not reached do
9 foreach particle Xi do

10 Update velocity using vk
i = ωωω.vk−1

i + c1.r1(XB
i −Xk−1

i )+ c2.r2(XBB−Xk−1
i ) ,

11 Update the position of the particle using Xk
i = Xk−1

i + vk
i

12 Evaluate fitness F(Xi)

13 if F(Xk
i )< F i

pbest then
14 F i

pbest = F(X(k)
i ) and XB

i = Xk
i

15 end
16 if minF(Xk

i )< Fgbest then
17 Fgbest = minF(Xk

i ) and XBB = Xg where F(Xg) = Fgbest
18 end
19 k=k+1
20 end
21 return the best solution X = XBB.
22 end
Algorithm 3: Pseudo code of the PSO algorithm, adapted from Suganthan (1999)
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Pseudo code of the PSO algorithm - case 2D

Input:
Geophysical : dobs , search space in the log, R (m ).
Control parameters: population size (ps), inertia factor (ω), cognitive attraction (c1);
social attraction (c2), number of iterations (ni), convergence threshold (δ).
Output: : best solution m

1 Using triangular distribuition generate random population P of particles with random
values positions and velocities

2 Evaluate fitness L(m) for each particle in P.
3 foreach particle mn in P do
4 Ln

pbest = L(mn) and mB
n = mn

5 end
6 mBB = bestmn in P
7 τ = 1
8 while Termination condition not reached do
9 foreach particle mn do

10 Update velocity using vτ
n = ωωω.vτ−1

n + c1.r1(mB
n −mτ−1

n )+ c2.r2(mBB−mτ−1
n )

11 Update the position of the particle using mτ
n = mτ−1

n + vτ
n

12 Evaluate fitness L(mn)
13 if L(mτ

n)< Ln
pbest then

14 Ln
pbest = L(m(τ)

n ) and mB
n = mτ

n

15 end
16 if minL(mτ

n)< Fgbest then
17 Lgbest = minL(mτ

n) and mBB = mg where L(mg) = Lgbest
18 end
19 τ = τ+1
20 end
21 return the best solution m = mBB.
22 end
Algorithm 4: Pseudo code of the PSO algorithm, adapted from Suganthan (1999)


